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engaluru,
the
aerospace
capital of the country, has
geared up to witness the fiveday global Aviation event, Aero India
2019, to takeoff at the Air Force Station
Yelahanka in the outskirts of the city
during February 20-24. The biannual
event is considered as one of the major
aerospace exhibitions in the world,
with eleven successful editions having
organised since 1996. Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) has taken
a lead role in organising the twelfth
Aero India 2019.
Besides providing huge logistic
support, HAL will showcase its prowess
in defence and aerospace. Aero India
2019 will provide an ideal platform
for bolstering business opportunities
in the International aviation and
aerospace sector.
A rapidly growing economy and
opening up of defence production
to private sector, have given a major
fillip to the defence industry in India.
It has also become a hub for defence

businesses in Asia.
More than 400 Indian and foreign
exhibitors are participating in Aero
India 2019. The latest edition is
expected to break the records. Flying
display and aerobatics of latest aircraft
from various countries is arranged at
the venue during each day of the show
for the benefit of visitors.
The logo for Aero India 2019 is
inspired by the Tejas Light Combat
Aircraft (LCA). The Tejas LCA is the
smallest and lightest Multi-Role
Supersonic Fighter Aircraft of its class.
This single engine, Compound-DeltaWing, Tailless Aircraft is designed and
developed to meet diverse needs of
the Indian Air Force (IAF) and Indian
Navy (IN).
The Showcase Event would provide
the perfect platform for interactions
between
the
domestic
and
international startup community, key
policymakers in the Indian Aerospace
& Defence sector, and CEOs of leading
Indian and Global Companies.
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Join us at Aero India, Hall E, stand E2.20.
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We are Collins Aerospace. With our customers
we chart new journeys and reunite families.
We protect nations and save lives. We fuse
intelligence and partnership to tackle the
toughest challenges in our industry. And every
day, we imagine ways to make the skies and
spaces we touch smarter, safer and more
amazing than ever.
UTC Aerospace Systems and Rockwell Collins
are now Collins Aerospace.
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R E D E F I N I N G A E R O S PA C E

collinsaerospace.com
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The Heron Family

Interoperable Solution
for Your Operational Needs

MOIC - Mission Operation & Intelligence Center

4 Decades of Experience |
50+ Customers Worldwide |
+1.7M Operational Hours | Lifetime Service
• Over 50 customers worldwide and Over 1,700,000 operational hours
• Multi-mission, multi-payload configuration
• Long Runner capabilities: remotely-controlled landing and take-off
• Advanced voice and touch activated workstation
• A strong technical and logistic support + a well established UAS academy
• Full automation
• Seamlessly shifts between satellites
• Highest safety and reliability

Meet us at

AERO INDIA 2019
Hall B: B2.1, B2.2

www.iai.co.il • info.malat@iai.co.il
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IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS
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In a League of Her Own

Nirmala Sitharaman,
India’s first full-time
woman Defence
Minister, has been
in the limelight
winning many a
battle in the national
political arena as she
staunchly defends
the landmark Rafale
deal and spearheads
the campaign for
a resurgent India

Nirmala Sitharaman
Defence Minister of India

N

irmala
Sitharaman
shares her limelight
among
a
distinct
galaxy of Asian women political
luminaries,
including
Indira
Gandhi, Sirimavo Bandaranaike,
Chandrika Kumaratunga, Benazir
Bhutto, Khaleda Zia, Sheikh
Hasina,
Gloria
MacapagaiArroyo, Yuriko Koike, Tomomi
Inada, Yingluck Shinawatra,
Mariya Ahmed Didi, Regina
Ip, and Bindhya Devi Bhandari
– all of them taking over the
ultimate male bastion, the
Defence Minister portfolio, in
their respective countries. In
India, Indira Gandhi, the third
Prime Minister of the country,
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commanded
the
Defence
Ministry for two short terms.
Nirmala Sitharaman is India’s
second woman Defence Minister,
the first one to be full time in
charge of the top ministry.
A suave, dignified but stern
articulator
and
unflinching
in facing the fury and flurry
of media onslaughts Nirmala
Sitharaman rose to political
prominence swiftly as the
national spokesperson of the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
from being a member of its
national executive, and winning
hearts beyond political affinities
as a member of the National
Commission for Women (NCW).

Hailing from Tamil Nadu, she
represented the states of Andhra
Pradesh and Karnataka in Rajya
Sabha, the upper house of Indian
Parliament. As the Minister of
State (Independent Charge)
for Ministry of Commerce &
Industry, and MOS for Finance
and Corporate Affairs, she made
her mark in the Narendra Modi
cabinet, which had six women
ministers. Her elevation to full
Cabinet status and to the most
challenging post of the country’s
Union Defence Minister in a
crucial reshuffle, though totally
unexpected was not surprising
to political observers who had
discerned her unique charisma,

strong will and persuasive power.
Born in Madurai, Tamil Nadu,
Nirmala Sitharaman graduated
from Seethalakshmi Ramaswami
College, Tiruchirapalli. Her father,
Narayanan Sitharaman, worked
in the Railways while her mother,
K. Savitri, was a homemaker.
Pursing her favourite subject,
globalisation and its impact on
developing countries, she got
her Masters in Economics and
M. Phil in International Studies
from Jawaharlal Nehru University,
New Delhi, where she pursued
her PhD dissertation on IndoEuropean textile trade. She
married Dr. Parakala Prabhakar,
an alumnus of Jawaharlal Nehru
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University and London School
of Economics, in 1986 and the
couple moved to London, the
United Kingdom. She had a stint
at the PricewaterhouseCoopers,
a multinational professional
services network headquartered
in London, as a senior manager,
and later on worked for BBC
World Service. They came back
to India in 1991 and moved
to Narsapuram in the coastal
Andhra Pradesh. She is also one
of the founding directors of
Pranava School in Hyderabad.
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Nirmala
Sitharaman
was
appointed a member of the
National Commission for Women
(NCW) in 2003, during the tenure
of Atal Bihari Vajpayee as Prime
Minister. She came in touch
with senior BJP leader Sushma
Swaraj while serving in the NCW.
Impressed with her dignified
personality and outspoken views,
Sushama Swaraj recommended
Sitharaman to the party. Even
though her husband and his
family had a Congress tradition
– his mother was a Congress

MLA – Sitharaman joined the
BJP in 2006, while her husband
joined the Prajarajyam Party
floated by film star Chiranjeevi in
2007. In 2010, during the tenure
of Nitin Gadkari as the BJP party
president she was appointed as
one of the six spokespersons of
the party. She became a popular
face not only in Delhi but also
in the party headquarters in
Gujarat. She played a major role
during the Lok Sabha elections of
2014, projecting Narendra Modi
as the future prime minister of
India.
After the historic win of the BJP
in Parliament Elections on May
26, 2014, Nirmala Sitharaman
was appointed as the Minister of
State (independent charge) for
Commerce and Industry as well
as MOS for Finance and Corporate
Affairs. In June 2014, when a Rajya
Sabha seat from Andhra Pradesh
was left vacant after the death of
Nedurumalli Janardhan Reddy,
the Telugu Desam Party (TDP),
then a major alliance partner of
the BJP, offered it to Sitharaman.
She is currently the Rajya Sabha
MP representing Karnataka.
Under Sitharaman’s tenure
at the Ministry for Commerce
and Industry and Finance
and Corporate Affairs, India’s
merchandise exports started off
well, reaching $310 billion back in
2014-15. Department of Industrial
Policy and Promotion (DIPP),
the nodal body responsible
for drawing the framework of
Foreign direct investment (FDI)
policy in the country, managed
to ease more than 87 FDI rules
across 21 sectors to accelerate
economic growth, attracting
foreign capital for investments
and boosting jobs. The successful

marketing of Make In India by
the DIPP globally resulted in FDI
inflows rising 23 per cent to $55.6
billion in 2015-16, creating a new
record. India was meanwhile
negotiating at least 16 free trade
agreements (FTAs) with nations
or nation groupings, including
the Regional Comprehensive
Economic
Partnership
with
Asean nations and China, Japan,
Australia and New Zealand, and
the World Trade Organization
(WTO) on matters of international
trade rules. As for the ease of
doing business in the country,
Sitharaman
stressed
that
business norms and license
requirements had to be cut
down drastically in the process of
cementing the business friendly
image while targeting to break
into the group of top 50 nations
in World Bank’s Ease of Doing
Business global rankings.
She took over the Ministry of
Defence on September 3, 2017. In
the backdrop of the face-off with
China at Doklam plateau and
other challenges from across the
borders, she was quick to take
the reins and make an impact
on the geopolitical situation.
As one of the most eloquent
troubleshooters and stalwart
campaign builders of the federal
government, Nirmala Sitharaman
has been in the forefront
defending
Prime
Minister
Narendra
Modi’s
landmark
economic reforms, bold strategic
decisions and visionary defence
procurement initiatives. With
Nirmala Sitharaman at the helms,
the Ministry of Defence is making
history on many fronts, taking
huge strides in modernization of
the defence forces and in nation
building.
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Stimulating Innovation,
Ingenuity and Excellence

Dr. Ajay Kumar
Secretary
Department of Defence Production
MoD

H

e is spearheading
a rapid paradigm
shift in the defence
manufacturing ecosystem
in India as envisaged in the
Draft Defence Production
(DDP) Policy 2018, specifically
targeting a niche spot for India
among the world’s top five
defence producers by 2025.
Ever since he took over as the
Secretary, Defence Production,
in the Defence Ministry on
being handpicked by the
Appointments Committee of the
Cabinet headed by the Prime
Minister in November 2017, Dr
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Ajay Kumar, a 1985-batch Indian
Administrative Service officer
of Kerala cadre who has served
in various posts in both the
Government of India and the
Government of Kerala, has been
a driving force behind the great
transformation in India’s defence
manufacturing system which
has been dominated by stateowned enterprises, Defence
Public Sector Undertakings and
Ordinance Factories Board. By
engaging the private sector
industry, MSMEs, start-ups,
individual innovators, R&D
institutions and the academia,

he is proactively fostering
innovation and technology
development in Defence
and Aerospace, building an
ecosystem to help Indian
firms compete in the global
defence market, even as India,
the fourth largest defence
spender, being the third largest
armed forces in the world,
strives to achieve self-reliance
in critical weapon systems and
various defence equipment.
Hailing from Uttar Pradesh,
Dr Ajay Kumar has a Bachelor
of Technology degree in
electrical engineering from the

Indian Institute of Technology
Kanpur, a Master of Science in
development economics from
the University of Minnesota, and
a Doctor of Philosophy degree
in business administration
from the Carlson School of
Management at the University
of Minnesota. He spent three
decade of his service with
the Kerala state government
where he headed three
different departments. He was
Principal Secretary Information
Technology, Secretary
Industries, Managing Director
of the Kerala State Electronics
Development Corporation,
Managing Director of the Kerala
State Co-operative Agricultural
and Rural Development
Bank, General Manager in
the Kerala State Industrial
Development Corporation and
had served early as the district
magistrate and collector of
Palakad district in Kerala.
Prior to the current position
as the Secretary, Defence
Production, in the Ministry of
Defence, Government of India,
he was additional secretary in
the Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology, and
had served as joint secretary in
the Department of Information
Technology of the erstwhile
Ministry of Communications
and Information Technology,
director in the Department of
Biotechnology of the Ministry
of Science and Technology and
as a deputy secretary in the
Department of Home of the
Ministry of Home Affairs in the
Indian government. He had also
served as a private secretary to a
minister in the Ministry of NonConventional Energy Sources.
As Defence Production
Secretary of India, he is a
key figure in Indian defence
procurement and heads the
department which oversees
the network of 41 Ordnance
Factories, the oldest and
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Dr. Ajay Kumar visiting the exhibition stalls at fifth edition of Aerospace and Defence Manufacturing Show
- ADMS 2018 at Bangalore.
the largest industrial setup
functioning under the Ministry of
Defence engaged in production,
testing, logistics, research,
development and marketing
of a comprehensive product
range in the area of land, sea
and air systems, and nine Public
Sector Undertakings (PSUs),
including Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL), Bharat Electronics
Limited (BEL), Bharat Earth
Movers Limited (BEML), Bharat
Dynamics Limited (BDL), Garden
Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers
Limited (GRSE), Goa Shipyard
Limited (GSL), Hindustan
Shipyard Limited (HSL),
Mishra Dhatu Nigam Limited
(MIDHANI) and Mazagon Dock
Shipbuilders Limited (MDL).

While the Department of
Defence Production has
developed a comprehensive
production infrastructure to
produce arms and ammunition,
tanks, armoured vehicles,
heavy vehicles, fighter aircraft
and helicopters, warships,
submarines, missiles,
ammunition, electronic
equipment, earth moving
equipment, special alloys
and special purpose steels,
Dr Ajay Kumar has been
keen in promoting ‘Make in
India’ initiative of the Indian
Government to foster indigenous
capabilities in defence
equipment, product, systems
and upgrades. India is one of the
largest importers of conventional

defence equipment in the
world, 60 per cent of defence
requirements are met by imports.
He proposes ways to gain the
strategic edge in technology
development, indigenisation,
transfer of technology or
reverse engineering so as to
make a substantial reduction
in import balance.
He underscores the significance
of the Defence Innovation Hub
in Coimbatore, flourishing under
the dynamic cluster of dedicated
MSMEs and the proposed
defence industrial corridors - one
in Tamil Nadu, and the other in
Uttar Pradesh, for developing
infrastructure, innovation hubs,
common facilities, supply chain
and ecosystems of domestic

manufacturers in leading
subsectors in defence, land
systems and maritime systems.
He envisages start-ups in high
tech innovative segments
responding to the challenges of
the defence sector while relying
on our core competencies in
software, digital technology,
artificial intelligence, chip
components, electronic warfare.
Highlighting the need to
migrate from the culture of
seeking Transfer of Technology
(ToT) from foreign sources to
generating Intellectual Property
in India, to achieve the goal of
self-reliance in Defence sector,
Dr Ajay Kumar has been keen
in promoting ‘Mission Raksha
Gyan Shakti’ to leverage huge
knowledge treasure available
in PSU ecosystem, through
Intellectual Property Right
(IPR). The IPR has emerged
as a key ingredient of an
ecosystem which stimulates
innovation and ingenuity in
indigenous defence industry.
As Dr Ajay Kumar pushes for
innovative drives, like Innovation
for Defence Excellence (iDeX)
project, and the Defence
Innovation Fund (DIF) providing
necessary assistance in terms of
grants, funding and technical
support to enable development
of technologies with potential
for adoption by Indian defence
and aerospace sectors, he is
working on the prime objective
of achieving self-reliance for
Indian defence manufacturing by
2025. He dreams of global OEMs
leveraging Indian manufacturing
sources to reach out to wider
markets in South Asia, Southeast
Asia, West Asia and Africa.

AEROSPACE & DEFENCE DIRECTORY 2019 - 20
The Largest Compendium on Indian Aerospace & Defence Industries with Profile and
Product details of more than 1500 Companies.
Contact :
Email : directory@aeromag.in | aerodirectory@aeromag.in
Tel : +91 9448447509 | + 91 9480551925 | +91 80 43747492
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Apply your
brilliant thinking to
a world-class qualiﬁcation
The Indian Aerospace industry is witnessing unprecedented growth and demand
for specialist skills has never been greater. Cranﬁeld University is at the forefront
of the global aerospace technology industry and provides world-class postgraduate
education. A qualiﬁcation from us will help your career soar.
Here are a few of our MScs:
• Aerospace Vehicle Design
• Thermal Power
• Aerospace Dynamics
• Astronautics and Space Engineering
• Computational and Software Techniques in
Engineering
• Autonomous Vehicle Dynamics and Control
• Computational Fluid Dynamics
• Advanced Lightweight Structures and Impact.

Come and visit us at Aero India,
Bengaluru 20-24 February 2019,
UK Pavilion, Hall A, Pod A3.2,
or contact:
T: +44 (0)1234 758083
E: studyaerospace@cranﬁeld.ac.uk

www.cranﬁeld.ac.uk
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DRDO leads India to
Technology Leadership
For the last 20 to 25 years, we have been
technology followers. But today the scenario is
changing and we are working on some of the
advanced and state-of-the-art technologies. The
primary challenge is to develop and field first of its
kind systems and technologies that are required in
the next 10 years. If we need to export our systems
then we have to come out with first of its kind
technologies. For that we need focussed research
centres in academia, R&D institutes working for
the futuristic technologies, the country should
have necessary infrastructure and test facilities for
these type of technologies. DRDO should be able
to focus on research and should offload most of
the development and production activities to the
industries. We have to become Technology Leaders
rather than Technology followers,” said Dr. G
Satheesh Reddy, Chairman, DRDO, Scientific Advisor
to Defence Minister and Secretary Defence R&D.
Dr. G Satheesh Reddy
Chairman, DRDO,
Scientific Advisor to Defence Minister
& Secretary Defence R&D
Being India’s apex defence R&D
institution, DRDO is completing
its six decades of service. On this
occasion how do you look at
DRDO’s role in shaping India as a
leading defence power?
DRDO has been spearheading
R&D in defence technologies in
the country. When DRDO started
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its journey, the ecosystem was
non-existent. There was no
industry or academia support,
facilities
were
rudimentary,
poor infrastructure and mostly
dependent on imports of
technologies
and
systems
for majority of the defence
applications. Many visionaries

led DRDO from the front and
the team worked very hard,
developed
many
systems,
established
infrastructure,
technologies
and
most
importantly the much needed
ecosystem
evolved
within
the country. Today DRDO is
performing well in many of

the critical areas like missiles,
radars, sonars, torpedoes, EW
systems and developed most
of these technologies with 80
to 90% of indigenous content.
Today we have nurtured
many
academic
institutes
and the faculty members and
students are aligned towards
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country should have necessary
infrastructure and test facilities
for these type of technologies.
DRDO should be able to focus
on research and should offload
most of the development and
production activities to the
industries. We have to become
Technology Leaders rather than
Technology followers.

the requirements of country’s
defence and are supporting
our endeavours. Defence and
Aerospace industries landscape
is fast changing. More than
about 1200 industries are
working for DRDO. With DRDOs
support, industries who were
mere suppliers have come up to
built to print level and many of
the industries have enhanced
their capability to build to
specifications today. Few industry
partners are able to carry out
R&D and able to design and
develop innovative products and
solutions for our armed forces. It
is evident that the defence and
aerospace industries are going
through a major transformation
to handle greater challenges.
As the secretary of Defence
R&D, how do you assess India’s
defence research sector? What
are the challenges that need to
be overcome in the future?
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For the last 20 to 25 years,
we have been spending most
of our time developing the
systems which have been
already developed by advanced
countries and were catching
up with them. We have been
technology followers. Today
scenario is changing and we
are working on some of the
advanced and state-of-theart technologies. Academic
institutes are geared up and
we are able to engage them for
futuristic technologies.
The primary challenge is to
develop and field first of its kind
systems and technologies that
are required in the next 10 years.
If we need to export our systems
then we have to come out with
first of its kind technologies.
For that we need focussed
research centres in academia,
R&D institutes working for the
futuristic
technologies,
the

The MoD has increased the
financial powers of DRDO for
faster decision-making. Could
you talk about the advantages
and results, so far, of this
decision?
The financial powers of DGs and
Chairman have been increased. It

has brought in decentralisation,
more efficiency and improved
the system. We are able to take
quick decisions and in turn
helping in meeting the timelines
of our technological goals.
Could you give us an overview
of the major achievements
of DRDO that make the
organisation the prime leader
in Indian defence research and
development?
DRDO developed Systems
and technologies production
value is over 2.7 lakh crores
today. DRDO has brought in a
quantum jump in the design and
development of weapon systems,
technologies, platforms and
equipment. We have pioneered
indigenous development of a
range of missiles and strategic
systems with land, sea and
air launch capabilities; smart
guided weapons and warhead
technologies;
underwater
weapons, decoys and sensors;
Armoured Vehicles, Airborne
Early Warning and Control
System, Autonomous Vehicles

and Unmanned Systems, high
performance
computational
systems
and
miniaturised
electronic devices, materials and
life support systems.
DRDO has also established
many unique state-of-the-art
infrastructure and test facilities
which have strengthened our
capabilities on the leading
technology fronts. We are one
of few nations in the world to
have a multi-level strategic
deterrence
capability,
own
Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD)
programme, underwater missile
launch capability, main battle
tank (MBT), an indigenous fourth
generation combat aircraft,

nuclear-powered
submarine,
electronic warfare systems and
multi-range radar programme.
DRDO will spare no efforts and
is committed to excel in building
defence systems for a strong and
technologically superior India.
The drive for raising India’s
image as a defence exporter by
achieving self-reliance is another
priority of the government?
Could you share with us DRDO’s
export potential?
DRDO has developed many
products which have generated
lot of interest in the world
markets.
Radars,
Sonars,
Torpedoes,
ATGMs,
SAMs,
BrahMos, many other smaller sub
systems which are developed
by DRDO are being considered
for export. Govt has eased the
export policy paving the way for
export of our defence products
to many friendly nations. In fact
it will be difficult for the local
industry to sustain in the longer
run purely on domestic markets
or requirements of the Armed
forces alone and they have to

explore the export potential of their products.
Could you share with us your views on
strengthening defence manufacturing sector
as part of Make in India?
The new policies of the Government of India
are enabling many overseas enterprises to
start operations and set up manufacturing
units in India with large investments. This is
a major driver for development and potential
creator of employment. The response to
‘Make in India’ call is overwhelming. The
manufacturing sector, thus far neglected
has been energised and invigorated. Till
now we have been concentrating on many
of the technologies which are denied to
us.
Innovations at Small and Medium
Scale industries are being encouraged
and supported. The country needs to have
innovative manufacturing institutes with
public and private partnership. State of the art
infrastructure should be established at these
centres and funded. Most importantly, these
technologies must be devised ultimately for
exports to earn valuable foreign exchange for
the country.
How do you look at Aero India 2019? What
are the highlights of DRDO’s participation at
the event?
Defence
Research
&
Development

Organisation
(DRDO)
is
participating
in Aero India in a big way showcasing
around 250 products and innovations. We
are also organising the 12th Aero India
International Seminar during 18-19th Feb
2019 at Bengaluru. The Seminar is of global
importance and provides the best exposure
to all participating professionals by bringing
together the best in the field from all over
the world. Several innovative ideas will be
exchanged for the benefit of all participating
nations. Many foreign industries and experts
are participating in the event and it will be a

good platform for the Indian industries and
will provide them with business opportunities
to establish collaboration and innovative
technology partnerships. The deliberations
and expertise shared during the event will
benefit the participants enormously. This
year the theme of the seminar is “Emerging
Frontiers in Aerospace Technologies.”
Interactions with scientists, test pilots
and technological experts have also been
planned by DRDO for the benefit of students
and young entrepreneurs taking part in the
show.

VISIT US AT AERO INDIA 2017, STAND А 2.3.4
United Engine Corporation
16 Budennogo Av., Moscow, Russia 105118
Tel./fax: +7 (499) 558-01-26
www.uecrus.com
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HAL: Bedazzling Constellation
of Innovation, Integration
and Synergic Upsurge
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), India’s
premier aerospace and defence company
involved in the design, upgrade, manufacture and
maintenance of fighters, trainers, helicopters,
transport aircraft, engines, avionics and accessories,
has blazed the horizons with its phenomenal
saga of winged dreams. R. Madhavan, Chairman
and Managing Director, HAL speaks to Aeromag
on how the HAL vision and mission is redefining
innovation, indigenization and integration in
this niche sector. Excerpts from the interview:

R. Madhavan
CMD, HAL
HAL has been India’s iconic
mascot in the aerospace sector
globally. Could you talk about
how HAL earned this distinction
over the years?
HAL has been India’s flag
bearer in the global aerospace
and defence industry and HAL’s
growth is synonymous with
the growth of Indian aerospace
and defence industry for the
past 78 years. HAL is a unique
company that provides end-toend solutions i.e. from inception
to completion of phase-out of
aircraft/ helicopter, by working
closely with the customer
throughout the life cycle of
aircraft/ helicopter.
HAL today is involved in the
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design, upgrade, manufacture
and maintenance of fighters,
trainers, helicopters, transport
aircraft, engines, avionics, and
accessories. HAL has produced
over 4,100 aircraft, 5,050 aero

engines and has carried out
over 11,250 aircraft overhauls/
upgrades and 33,800 engine
overhauls, besides manufacture/
overhaul of related accessories
and avionics. These include 17
types of aircraft/ helicopters
from indigenous R&D, 14 types
of aircraft/ helicopters under

Transfer of Technology from
foreign OEMs.
HAL is the major supplier to the
Indian Defence Services – Indian
Air Force, Army, Navy and Coast
Guard. The Company has also
established a foothold in exports
to more than 20 countries,
having demonstrated its quality
and
price
competitiveness.
HAL is a major partner in
ISRO’s Space programmes. It
has also diversified into the
fields of Industrial and Marine
Gas Turbine business. Over 90
percent of HAL’s current sales are
to the Indian Defence Services.
HAL provides life-long support
to around 80% of the fleets of
Defence Services, including

platforms which have not been
manufactured by HAL.
Could you share some updates
on LCA Tejas FOC? How do
you propose to increase the
production of Tejas to meet the
requirement of Indian Air Force?
The Aeronautical Development
Agency (ADA) handed over
Drawing
Applicability
List
and Equipment Standard of
Preparation (SOP) documents to
HAL on December 31, 2018, duly
cleared by the Centre of Military
Airworthiness & Certification
(CEMILAC) to go ahead with the
production of FOC standard
aircraft.
HAL has established a
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One of the major challenges that
the industry is facing is aerospace
ecosystem development in the
country to support the projected
enormous growth in the industry.
The supply chain has to be
strengthened to enable suppliers
– tier 1 and tier 2 vendors to meet
stringent quality and timeline
requirements for the industry.

manufacturing
facility
for
production of eight aircraft
per annum. Currently, HAL is
producing LCA IOC standard
aircraft for which IOC was
received from ADA in December
2013. To date, HAL has produced
12 IOC standard LCA fighters. The
balance four IOC standard aircraft
are under production and will
be delivered progressively in the
current financial year.
HAL has also taken up the
production of LCA FOC fighter
aircraft after receiving the SOP
and has planned to deliver all 16
FOC fighters progressively. For
eight trainer aircraft (four each
in IOC and FOC contracts), SOP is
yet to be released for production.
In order to speed up the
production of LCA, an investment
of Rs 1,381 crores has been
sanctioned by the Government
for
the
establishment
of
facilities for ramping up the
production rate from eight to
16 aircraft per year. Additionally,
a parallel production line is
also established at Aircraft
Division Bengaluru to support
an increased rate of production.
In addition, major assembly
modules have been outsourced
to private partners like DTL,
Bengaluru (Front fuselage), Alpha
Tocol, Bengaluru (Rear Fuselage),
VEM Technologies, Hyderabad
(Center Fuselage) and L&T,
Coimbatore (Wings) to enhance
the production rate.
How do you assess the growth
of Indian aerospace sector? What
are the challenges ahead?
The Indian aerospace sector has
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enormous growth opportunities
ahead. In an attempt to reduce
our defence import content and
to make our country self-reliant,
the Government has recently
undertaken policy reforms such
as ‘Make in India’, NCAP-2016, FDI,
DDP-2016, Strategic Partnership
Model, RCS (UDAN) and NextGen
Airports for Bharat (NABH)
scheme.
The Indian defence services
are modernizing their fleet by
replacing their old fleet and
also by induction of advanced
platforms which has resulted in
lining up of big-ticket defence
aerospace procurements, such
as Multirole Combat Aircraft
(MRCA), Avro Replacement, LCA
Mk 1A, HTT-40, Ka-226T, Apache,
Chinook, Naval Utility Helicopter
(NUH) etc. worth around Rs 2
lakh crore. Orders of this scale are
definitely going to contribute to
the development of the industry
in a big way.
Looking at the civil aviation
sector, the growth of passenger
traffic and cargo traffic is giving
rise to the demand for induction
of more civil aircraft and
introduction of new routes. It is
also expected that with the new
Regional Connectivity Scheme
(UDAN) penetration of air travel
in the country will increase. In
the coming years, it is estimated
that over 400 new civil aircraft
will be inducted by various Civil
Operators.
This demand in the defence
and civil segment will definitely
boost the Indian aerospace
industry and provide various
opportunities.

The Light Utility Helicopter
project has notched another
milestone as the third prototype
(PT3) made its maiden flight
recently. What are the latest
developments?
The LUH is a single engine,
three-ton weight class helicopter
having Glass Cockpit with MultiFunction Displays. The LUH will
be deployed for Reconnaissance
and Surveillance role. The
helicopter will be capable of
flying at 220 Kmph, service
ceiling of 6.5 Km and a range of

350 Km with 500 kg payload. LUH
has also successfully achieved
an important milestone of flying
at 6 km altitude in Bengaluru on
December 7, 2018, as a part of
envelop expansion tests. Maiden
flight of third prototype (PT3)
of Light Utility Helicopter (LUH)
was conducted successfully on
December 14, 2018.
As part of LUH development
activities, HAL has realized three
prototypes and one Ground Test
Vehicle (GTV) and one Break
Away Fuselage (BAF). These three
prototypes have cumulatively
logged more than 170 flights.
Extensive flight testing has been
carried out to establish helicopter
performance parameters. Sea
level trials and hot weather trials
have been completed as part of
the development flight process.

Presently, system level flight
testing is under progress and it
will be followed by cold weather,
hot weather, and high altitude
trials.
Manufacturing is planned
at the Greenfield Helicopter
Manufacturing facility coming
up at Tumakuru for which the
foundation stone was laid by
the Prime Minister on January
3, 2016 and further activities are
progressing. HAL has successfully
flown Light Utility Helicopter
(LUH) from the facility at
Tumakuru on December 29, 2018
and also successfully met the
timeline of 2018.
How does HAL serve to achieve

the nation’s dream of absolute
indigenization in aerospace
manufacture?
To attain a higher level of selfreliance, HAL has implemented
a policy to boost indigenization
of components, accessories and
systems required for manufacture
as well as repair and overhaul of
aircraft, engine and equipment.
Indigenization with the primary
objective of achieving ‘Make in
India’ and lowering dependence
on foreign countries, especially
for critical items, is one of the key
thrust areas of HAL.
Major objectives of
indigenization:
• Items which have become
obsolete, or having supply chain
issues (delay, no supply etc.) and
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thereby holding up production.
• High-value items which are
leading to high FE expenditure.
• Items being procured in high
volume and overall leading to
high FE expenditure.
• All items especially the Class ‘C’
items where the technical details
/ drawings are available.
• Class ‘C’ items where the
technical details are not available
but can be easily indigenized.
To ensure inclusive growth
by encouraging Indian private
sector participation in the
indigenization
efforts,
the
following have been hosted in
the ‘Make in India’ portal on HAL
website:
• More than 350 Nos of
systems and sub systems of
mechanical, electrical, avionics,
instrumentation for various HAL
projects such as ALH, LCA, Do228, Hawk, Su-30MKI, Jaguar, etc
for indigenous development by
private vendors.
• Further, over 100 TTGE (Tools
Testers and Ground Equipment)
items of Su-30 MKI aircraft have
also been hosted, which can be
taken up by private companies
for maintenance, repair and
indigenization.
• Over 85 types of test facilities
available at HAL which could be
utilized by the Indian industries,
furthering
the
indigenous
development
efforts
have
been listed on HAL website.
These facilities are extensively
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utilized by both government
organizations and Indian private
companies.
In order to provide thrust to
indigenization activities, HAL has
set up Indigenization Cells at each
Division and an Indigenization
Department is established at the
corporate level to coordinate the
activities company-wide as per
the indigenization plan.
Could you talk about the
updates on the naval version of
Light Combat Aircraft?
HAL
has
manufactured
two prototypes of the Naval
version of LCA. The aircraft has
successfully completed the taxiin-engagement with arrestor
hook at SBTF (Shore Based
Testing Facility) in August 2018.
This is the first time an Indian
aircraft has achieved this feat
with HAL-designed Arrestor
Hook System (AHS). Both the
prototypes are under flight
testing and so far over 120 flights
have been completed.
Could you talk about the order
book of HAL? What are the major
projects going on now?
HAL has an order book of Rs.
61,123 crores (as on March 31,
2018) which includes orders for
25 Nos. of SU-30 MKI, 12 Nos. of
LCA- IOC and 20 Nos. of LCA –
FOC, 16 Nos. of Dornier Do-228,
75 Nos. of ALH, 16 Nos. of Cheetal,
and 8 Nos. of Chetak.

Major Ongoing Projects:
a.
Light
Combat
Helicopter (LCH): LCH is a
twin-engine helicopter being
developed to meet the need of
combat helicopters for IAF. LCH
has a high degree of commonality
with ALH and has incorporated a
number of stealth features and
crash-worthy landing gear for
better survivability. Government
sanction of Rs. 376.67 crs for
the development project was
accorded in October 2006 and the
first Technology Demonstrator
(TD-1) made its maiden flight on
March 29, 2010. A total of four TD
helicopters are built so far. LCH
has the distinction of being the
first attack helicopter in the world
to land in high altitude Forward
Bases like Siachen.
After successful completion
of flight testing for basic
performance, rocket firing trials
and turret gun firing trials have
been carried out. The helicopter
participated in IAF’s ‘Iron Fist
2016’ exercise in March 2016
and displayed its rocket firing
capabilities in its weaponized
configuration. IOC for LCH was
accorded on August 26, 2017
in the presence of the Defence
Minister and production activities
have been launched awaiting
firm order.
The LCH achieved a unique
milestone
by
successfully
carrying out air to air missile

firing on a moving aerial target
on January 11, 2019. The tests
were conducted in integrated
test range at Chandpur, Odisha.
It was a flawless mission that
achieved a direct hit on the aerial
target, destroying it completely.
With this, LCH has successfully
completed
all
weapon
integration tests and is ready for
operational induction.
Quotation has been submitted
against the RFP for supply of
15 LSP helicopters and quote is
presently under evaluation.
b.
Light Utility Helicopter:
Project details are given above
against Question 4.
c.
Hindustan Turboprop
Trainer Aircraft (HTT-40): HTT 40 is the Basic Trainer Aircraft
currently being indigenously
designed and developed by
HAL. HTT-40 would be used for
basic flight training, aerobatics,
instrument flying and closeformation flights whereas its
secondary roles would include
navigation and night flying.
Features of the aircraft include
air-conditioned cockpit, tandem
seating, Zero-Zero ejection seats
and Multifunction Displays.
The aircraft has the capability
to be converted to armed /
weaponized version at a later
stage.
The program has been taken
up with internal funding. The
maiden flight of the aircraft
was held on May 31, 2016 and
inaugural flight in the presence
of the Defence Minister was held
on June 17, 2016. Currently two
prototypes of the aircraft are
under flight testing. These flight
test efforts are aimed to achieve
a gradual expansion of the
aircraft envelope to demonstrate
compliance to all PSQRs. HAL has
successfully complied with all the
PSQRs except spin characteristics.
Presently spin tests are under
progress.
d.
LCA Mk1A is an
improved version of LCA (i.e. LCA
Mk1A) with enhanced capabilities
of Active Electronically Scanned
Array (AESA) Radar, Advanced

Missiles, Advanced Electronic
Warfare suite, New Mission
& Avionics System and more
maintenance friendly features,
for which development activities
are under progress. The RFP was
received for supply of 83 LCA
Mk1A and quotation has been
submitted. Presently, the quote is
under evaluation.
Aero Engines: HAL has taken up
the design and development of
the following aero engines:
e.
25 kN Turbofan Engine:
The design and development
of 25 kN Turbo fan Engine
are expected to meet the
requirement of engines for
basic/ advanced military trainers,
small business jets and also
for large UAV applications. The
build of core engine has been
completed and core engine run
commenced in December 2015.
100% RPM of the engine has
been achieved. Core-2 engine
run was successfully carried out
in January 2018. Development
effort of this engine will enable
the country to achieve selfreliance in design of this class
of engines and technologies
thus mastered would be further
leveraged to design and develop
higher thrust engines for modern
fighter aircraft.
f.
1200 KW Turboshaft
Engine: HAL has also taken up
the design and development
of 1200KW Turboshaft engine
which would be used as power
plant for three to six-ton category
helicopters. HTSE-1200 engine
technology demonstrator is
assembled and inaugural test

run successfully carried out on
February 12, 2018. Maximum
speed archived so far is 76% of
the RPM. Engine light up under
hot and cold conditions was
successful.
Upgrades: Current upgrade
programs include Jaguar DARINIII upgrade, Mirage upgrade and
Hawk i.
g.
Jaguar
DARIN
III
Upgrade: Three aircraft have
been inducted for design and
development activities. Initial
Operation Clearance (IOC) of
Jaguar DARIN III was received
in February 2017. All the flight
trials towards Final Operation
Clearance (FOC) of Jaguar DARIN
III have been completed in
December 2018. Presently, the
flight test report is awaited from
IAF. Activities are in progress for
Certification. Activities for Series
Upgrade of Jaguar fleet have
been initiated at HAL.
h.
Mirage 2000 Upgrade:
The first upgraded Mirage
2000 aircraft by HAL to the IOC
standard has been handed over
to IAF on March 31, 2016 and the
first FOC upgraded Mirage-2000
aircraft flew on July 28, 2016
adhering to the schedule. FOC
activities have been completed
and FOC acceptance letter has
been received from Air HQ in
March 2018. Service Clearance
was accorded in May 2018. Series
Upgrade of Mirage 2000 fleet has
been initiated and is in progress
at HAL. First upgraded aircraft
with indigenous kits has been
delivered in December 2018.
i.
Hawk-i:
HAL
has

rolled out the first indigenously
upgraded
Hawk
Mk
132
aircraft named as Hawk-i, with
enhanced
operational
and
training capabilities. Maiden
flight of Hawk-i was successfully
conducted on February 1, 2017.
This programme was taken
up by HAL in an effort to be
self-reliant in matters such as
integration of new sub-systems
or modifications, obsolescence
management
of
avionics
systems and to enhance the
aircraft operational and training
capabilities of the Hawk aircraft.
The aircraft was dedicated to the
nation by the Defence Minister
on August 26, 2017.
HAL plays a key lead role in
this year’s Aero India. How do
you look at Aero India 2019 as a
platform to promote Indian aero
sector? What are HAL highlights
at this year’s exhibition?
HAL has been assigned
as the nodal agency for
organizing
and
conducting
the 12th edition of Aero India,
the biennial International Air
Show, in coordination with
Defence Exhibition Organization
(DEO), Department of Defence
Production (DDP), MoD, GoI,
scheduled to be held at Air Force
Station, Yelahanka, Bengaluru
from February 20-24, 2019. The
first three days are Business days
and the last two days will be the
Public day.
HAL’s indoor pavilion will be
spread over an area of over 1,244
sqm with a focus on display
of indigenously designed and

developed fixed and rotary wing
platforms, technologies covering
power plants, etc. The theme of
HAL Stall is Innovate, Integrate,
Lead.
In addition, HAL’s fixed wing
and rotary wing products will
be showcased in the Outdoor
Display, and Static / Flying
display. Fly pasts on the inaugural
day by HAL-built rotary and fixed
wing platforms and thereafter
daily flying displays by ALH, LCH,
LUH, Do-228, HTT-40 and Hawk-i
aircraft is planned. Customer
demonstration flights are also
planned on these platforms.
Defence delegations from
various countries have been
invited to visit Aero India 2019 by
the MoD. This opportunity will be
utilized to promote indigenously
built platforms for visiting
Defence delegations.
Both Indian and Foreign
aerospace
companies
are
participating in Aero India 2019
by showcasing their products
and capabilities in the aerospace
domain. This platform provides
unique opportunities for the
exchange
of
information,
ideas and new technological
developments in aviation and
aerospace industry.
The Aero India also offers
opportunities to the Companies
to develop their supply chain
excellence and work together
to capture the high growth
opportunities in the rapidly
expanding aerospace market.
Seminars / Conferences are
also being planned with a view
to explore the potential of the
Indian aerospace sector and
showcase them to the various
visiting international delegates.
The highlights of HAL’s
display in Aero India 2019 are:
• Demonstration of Tail Boom
folding and Main Rotor folding of
the Naval Utility Helicopter. This
enables the helicopter to park in
the carrier ship.
• Static display of Advanced
Light Helicopter (ALH) in MICU
(Medical Intensive Care Unit)
configuration.
• Lead In Fighter Trainer (LIFT)
• Glass Cockpit of Do-228 and
Jaguar Aircraft
• Civil certified Do-228 aircraft.
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IAI’s India Connection Going
from Strength to Strength
IAI (Israel Aerospace
Industries) and various
Indian companies have
been cooperating on
several major defence and
aerospace projects. While
India has been looking
at Israel for adopting the
latest technologies, Israel
considers India as one
of its biggest partners.
Shalom Revivo, VP Sales
& Marketing, India;
Corporate International
Marketing, IAI HDQ
speaks on IAI’s significant
projects in India
India and Israel have been
historically engaged in major
joint defence programmes.
One among them is the USD
2 billion worth missile deal for
supplying advanced mediumrange surface-to-air missiles
(MRSAM) to India. Could you
describe the present status of
this programme?
MRSAM is an advanced air
and missile defence system, a
unique joint development by
IAI (Israel Aerospace Industries)
and DRDO in collaboration with
various Indian companies. The
recent contracts IAI signed, to
be executed with the Navy, will
be carried out along with the
Indian PSU BEL, which serves
as the main contractor in these
projects.
The
system
comprises
advanced phased-array radar
(MF-STAR), a command and
control system, launchers and
missiles, and provides protection
against a variety of aerial,
naval and airborne threats. It is
operational with the Indian Air
Force, the Indian Navy and the
Israel defence forces, and in the
near future with the Indian Army.
Prior to signing the contract, the
system was successfully tested
aboard an Indian Navy ship,
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demonstrating its operational
capabilities in a representative
scenario with genuine target.
All components of the weapon
system successfully met the
goals set to them.
IAI had also announced that it
would supply long-range air and
missile defence systems (LRSAM)
for India’s first indigenous aircraft
carrier. How has this project
proceeded?
While the MRSAM system is
already operational with the
Indian Air Force, the Indian Navy
and the Israel defence forces, it
will be part of the Indian Army
soon. The accumulated vast
experience in all MRSAM projects
will be a huge advantage for
India and for the local industry.
IAI is very proud to work on the
India’s first indigenous aircraft
carrier project along with
our partners and to share the
knowledge and technologies on
this specific program as well. The
program is moving on track as
we planned.
Among Israel’s defence deals
with India is the supply of Barak
8 air and missile defence systems
for warships. Could you elaborate
on this project carried out along
with Bharat Electronics Limited ?
MRSAM is a state-of-theart advanced air and missile
defence system already in service
with huge satisfaction of our
customers. The recent contracts
IAI signed, to be executed with
the Navy, will be carried out with
BEL, as mentioned earlier. The
cooperation between IAI and BEL
on these projects is very good for
the benefit of all parties involved.
Another
India-Israel
joint
project is a missile system
developed by IAI, DRDO and
Israeli Administration for the
Development of Weapons and
Technological
Infrastructure,
Elta Systems, Rafael and other
Indian defence companies. The
system is to be procured by the

Shalom Revivo
VP Sales & Marketing, India;
Corporate International
Marketing, IAI
Israeli Navy. Could you give more
details?
MRSAM system comprises
advanced phased-array radar
(MF-STAR), a command and
control system, launchers and
missiles, and provides protection
against a variety of aerial, naval
and airborne threats.
Prior to signing the contract,
the system was successfully
tested aboard an Indian Navy
ship. All aspects of the weapon
system successfully met the
requirements.
Israel is cooperating with
private defence companies in
India also. One is the partnership
between Tech Mahindra & IAI
subsidiary ELTA Systems to
provide cyber solutions and
services to government and
enterprise customers around
the world. How has this project
evolved?
IAI ELTA, globally recognized
as one of Israel’s leading
cyber security companies, has
partnered with Tech Mahindra
to combine IAI‘s national-grade
cyber security technologies
and Tech Mahindra’s domain

expertise across industries and
verticals, to provide cutting-edge
cyber solutions and services
to government and enterprise
customers in India mainly.
At the moment few projects are
being examined for collaboration
between the parties.
Could you talk about IAI’s
highlights at Aero India 2019?
In Aero India 2019 IAI will
present some of the latest and
most advanced aerospace and
defense solutions, featuring the
latest technologies in military
aviation, air defence and missiles
systems, unmanned systems,
special mission aircraft, radars
and cyber technology.
Among the systems on display
are the operationally proven air
defense systems MRSAM, special
mission aircraft and the Heron
TP, the largest platform in IAI’s
family of advanced unmanned
aerial systems (UAS). Satellites,
radars,
Loitering
munitions
systems, EO surveillance systems,
Strategic Radars & Tactical radars,
advanced mission systems for
helicopters and many more
systems will be exhibited.
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Collins Poised to be Part of
India’s Swift Aerospace Growth
Rockwell Collins and
UTC Aerospace Systems
have merged to form
Collins Aerospace.
The new firm will
redefine aerospace,
says Jim Walker, Vice
President, Customer &
Account Management
for Collins Aerospace
in Asia Pacific. He
speaks on the key
goals, plans, vision and
other aspects related
to Collins Aerospace.
The firm has been
supporting initiatives
such as ‘Make in India’,
points out Walker.
UTC Aerospace Systems and
Rockwell Collins have merged
to form a bigger and stronger
Collins. How does Collins plan to
“redefine aerospace sector”?
This is a transformative
moment in aerospace history as
we complete one of the largest
deals the industry has ever seen.
By building on the strengths
and talents of Rockwell Collins
and UTC Aerospace Systems,
Collins Aerospace will redefine
aerospace − creating value for
our customers, our shareholders
and our employees.
The combined capabilities
of Collins Aerospace and UTC
Aerospace Systems will redefine
what is possible in the areas of
intelligent aircraft, integrated and
optimized aircraft products and
services, and advanced defense
systems. In the meantime, our
immediate priority is a successful
integration effort that will enable
us to accelerate growth, deliver
on our synergies and provide a
seamless transition with minimal
disruptions for our stakeholders.
In terms of our defense
systems, we expect to see
significant opportunities for new
offerings that will further enable
the connected battlefield as
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countries look to modernize their
intelligence collection, analysis
and management capabilities
Indian aerospace sector has
been growing fast over these
years and a steady pace of growth
is expected in the coming years
too. What plans does Collins have
for Indian market?
The aviation sector is at a CAGR
of 15-20% and Collins Aerospace
is well poised to be part of this
growth. We have been involved
with numerous manufacturing,
engineering
and
programs
based out of India in partnership
with various organisations to
support the initiatives of the local
government such as ‘Make in
India’. The India facility located
in Bengaluru is an integrated
manufacturing,
engineering
and sourcing hub for Collins
Aerospace.
Products
being
built in India include aircraft
evacuation systems, aircraft
interior and exterior lighting,
cargo systems, pilot and cabin
attendant seats, flight control
motors, actuation systems and
sensor systems. Additionally, the
Engineering Centres in Bengaluru
and
Hyderabad
provide
engineering support to all
businesses of Collins Aerospace
globally. The organization has
an employee strength of around
4,500 in India.
With ARINCDirectSM cabin
solutions, Collins plans to make
sure passengers have everything
they need to make the cabin
their second office and home.
Could you talk more about it?
Today’s business jet travellers
are looking for the fastest cabin
connectivity
available.
Live
streaming,
teleconferencing,
VPN, VoIP capabilities, internet
and email have become standard
and even expected. Collins
Aerospace’s
ARINCDirectSM
portfolio of cabin solutions
provides any experience they
want, including a full suite of

Jim Walker
Vice President, Customer & Account Management
Collins Aerospace in Asia Pacific.

broadband
solutions
such
as Inmarsat Jet ConneX (JX),
Inmarsat SwiftBroadband (SBB),
Viasat
Mobile
Broadband,
Inmarsat SwiftBroadband 200
(SBB) and Inmarsat Swift 64.
In addition, cybersecurity is the
foundation of our cabin solutions
as it is built to constantly
analyze and identify normal and
suspicious activities as millions of
messages are moved every day.
No unrecognizable traffic goes
into an aircraft with ARINCDirect
connectivity without permission.
Here is how we keep our
customers’ data secure:
• Monitoring data flow and
touch points 24/7/365
• Understanding all of the traffic
crossing our network, including
applications, users and devices
• Blocking access to customers’
IP address and replacing it with
ours
• Using the most secure
network available in aviation
today – the same used by
commercial airlines for credit
card information

Could you shed some light onto
your operations in Middle East
and South East Asia?
Collins Aerospace have been
operating in the Middle East
for more than 20 years, offering
a broad range of products
and
services
to
military
and
commercial
customers
throughout the region. Our
Middle East headquarters is in
Dubai, with offices in Abu Dhabi,
Doha and Cairo. We will also
be adding an office in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia soon and we remain
committed to the region going
forward.
In Asia Pacific, we continue
to expand our presence in the
region by making ongoing
investments, forming strategic
alliances and building on
trusted
relationships
with
our customers. Our sales and
customer-service engineers are
located throughout Asia Pacific,
with service centers in China,
Singapore, Australia and New
Zealand.
With
headquarters
in
Singapore, Collins Aerospace in
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the Asia Pacific can effectively serve the needs
of a growing military and commercial aviation
customer base in the Asia Pacific region.
Collins offers a broad spectrum of advanced,
battle-proven solutions. Could you shed more
light onto your military and defence business?
Collins’
TruNet
is
a
networked
communication solution that enables
advanced situational awareness for defence
forces. The technology provides secure and
real-time capabilities that enable seamless
interoperability of air and ground forces. The
TruNet solution includes airborne and ground
series SDRs that enhance the effectiveness
and impact of any military operations.
In addition to our SDR capability, Collins
Aerospace’s TALON, Electronic Counter
Counter Measure (ECCM) waveform modules
are a part of ECIL developed radio that meets
the requirements of the Indian Ministry of
Defence.
Collins Aerospace is also playing a key role
in providing the next generation of military
communications that take advantage of
new technologies, such as the DoD’s MUOS
satellite system – with airborne and ground
radios that meet the security requirements
required for successful operations.
Being one of the world’s leading providers
of advanced systems for commercial and
military helicopters, how does Collins look at
the growing helicopter business in the world?
What are the latest developments in your
helicopter business?
Collins Aerospace continues to see low single
digit growth in the global rotorcraft markets,
primarily driven by military helicopter
programs in transport and attack segments.
We also see limited growth, mostly in Europe,
for light and intermediate civil platforms used
in Helicopter Emergency Medical Services
(HEMS) operations. We continually invest in
developing new systems and capabilities that
help ensure our customers can safely perform
their most demanding missions.
Our latest offerings for military specific
platforms and dual-use rotorcraft, such as
the Puma/Super Puma/Panther, Bell 212/412,
and Mi-8/17, include our HeliSureTM Cockpit
Display System (CDS) featuring civil certified
flight and mission display capabilities
addressing obsolescence in traditional flight
instrument systems. The HeliSureTM CDS
is commonly coupled with our proven Pro
Line 21TM digital communication, navigation
and surveillance systems, as well as Rockwell
Collins’ solid state Attitude Heading
Reference Systems (AHRS) and Air Data
Systems to fully address the high failure rates
and repair costs of legacy electromechanical
instrument technologies. Our integration of
optional flight management systems, digital
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moving map and tactical communications
systems enable full mission functionality for
military operators.
Separately, we have two configurations of
highly capable military specific integrated
cockpit management systems developed
specifically for Black Hawk and Chinook
helicopters. Currently in production for the
US Army and other international customers,
these systems provide state-of-the-art
capabilities through the use of advanced
hardware and software designs. Initially
developed for the US Army MH-47G and MH60L/M, our combat-proven Common Avionics

Architecture System (CAAS) is globally
recognized as the cost-effective, missionenhancing integrated flight and mission
management system for CH-47 Chinook
and UH-60 Black Hawk modernization. The
Boeing CH-47F Chinook helicopters planned
for delivery to the Indian Army later this
year will be equipped with our combatproven CAAS cockpit avionics system. This
system will provide the Army Aviation Corps
with a highly advanced flight and mission
management system for their new Chinook
helicopters that will provide unsurpassed
situational awareness for pilots.
Regarding technology developments, in
the near term, we will be delivering updates
to the H-TAWS capabilities for customers with
our cockpit display systems on Leonardo
Helicopter’s AW 169 and 189 helicopters.
These latest updates will provide improved
operating modes and safety for offshore
operations.
For the longer term, our focus is on nextgeneration crew interfaces, autonomy
and cyber security solutions. We see our
customers looking more towards smart
phones and personal mobile device as
examples of their preferred way to interact
with information systems. In response, we
are continually working to improve our
display technologies and creating new
ideas to reduce pilot workload and leverage
multi-modal crew interfaces, such as voice
recognition and touch and swipe concepts for
menu control. A number of our latest displays
offerings feature touchscreen displays with
multi-touch capabilities enabling zoom, pan,
etc. for multiple crew members that enhance
usability in the cockpit.
We anticipate advanced task automation

and cognitive decision aiding technologies
entering the cockpit avionics market over the
next 5-10 years. While new concepts such as
the application of machine learning will enter
future cockpits late in that period, we are
already fielding capabilities such as electronic
checklists in our latest generation systems.
Cyber security is also a high concern in
today’s electronic environment, where
expanded
connectivity
and
digital
technology have enabled new actors with
malicious intents to enter. As a result, we are
developing trusted cyber-secure systems that
will effectively counter these threats as they
emerge.
Could you talk to us about your visions and
priorities for Collins Aerospace? What will be
the major focus areas ahead?
One of our key priorities is to deliver the
industry’s most advanced products and
services portfolio. We enable high-integrity
solutions across commercial, business and
defense spheres. Consider the future of the
intelligent aviation and defense ecosystem.
Few companies touch more components of
this ecosystem—or have more opportunities
to architect intelligent, interconnected
systems that design-in performance and
design-out cost—than Collins Aerospace.
Likewise, a new aviation data-driven business
model will soon enable airlines to access
their data that’s delivered over our highassurance global networks. For the first
time, our customers will be able to easily
manipulate this data for operational and
market advantage. And whether it is airborne
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance;
blended live and virtual training; or a groundair network tailorable to mission needs,
Collins Aerospace is committed to delivering
strategic advantage in the battle space of the
future.
Could you explain your operations in space
sector? Please share with us the details of
latest developments.
Collins Aerospace is at the forefront of
innovation for the latest generation of
space solutions and platforms that will
carry both cargo and crew to earth’s orbit
and far beyond. Benefiting from decades of
expertise in systems design and production
for spacecraft, we are able to leverage
unmatched capabilities to help ensure
successful missions in the new frontiers of
tomorrow.
Some of our key solutions for space include
the Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU), or
space suit, used by NASA to help astronauts
stay alive and we are working side-by-side
with NASA to evolve, upgrade and recertify
the equipment to support extended periods
of operation.

Apply your
brilliant thinking to
a world-class qualiﬁcation
The Indian defence and security industry is booming and demand for
specialist expertise has never been greater. Cranﬁeld University’s unique
learning environment will give you the skills and experience you need to
forge a long and successful career – at home or overseas.
Here’s why:

Study for a Cranﬁeld Defence and Security MSc in:

• Cranﬁeld University has established close
relationships with Indian industry, forged through
collaborative working, research development and
education.

• Military Vehicle Technology,

• Cranﬁeld University is a trusted and inﬂuential
partner to the UK Ministry of Defence delivering
specialist postgraduate courses at the Defence
Academy of the United Kingdom.

• Systems Engineering,

• Teaching staff are world leaders with international
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• You’ll be part of a vibrant community of students
and academics, responding to the latest defence
and security challenges in a mature, postgraduate
environment.
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IAF is on Big Procurement Mode
Even though fighter aircraft
squadrons are dwindling
drastically, reconnaissance,
surveillance and transport
systems of the IAF are
getting replenished
relatively regularly

T

he Indian Air Force (IAF) is facing
a severe shortage of aircraft and
equipment with no adequate
procurement taking place for the last several
years.
The deficit is felt most acutely regarding
fighter planes. The number of squadrons has
now come down to 31 against the sanctioned
strength of 42 required to deal with both
China and Pakistan. Some of squadrons
comprise aircraft which will be retired soon
and this would deplete the strength of the
IAF further. A squadron is made up of 16-18
aircraft.
A case in the limelight has been the Rafale
deal. On April 10, 2015, during Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s visit to France, Paris, an
announcement was made that India would
buy 36 Dassault Rafales in fly-away condition.
The deal was finalised in November 2015.
On September 23, 2016, the then Defence
Minister of India and his French counterpart
signed the contract for the purchase of
36 off-the-shelf Rafales in a deal worth 7.8
billion Euros. However, India is yet to receive
the aircraft. In fact, the first aircraft will be
delivered to the IAF by early 2019, with the
full complement of aircraft to be delivered by
2022.
Meanwhile, the Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) initiated the Light Combat
Aircraft (LCA) programme in 1983 to develop
a replacement aircraft for IAF’s ageing MiG21. The remaining MiG-21 Bisons of IAF are
scheduled to be phased out by 2019. After
development during the 1980s and 1990s
the first LCA took off in 2001. The aircraft was
later named HAL Tejas. After obtaining Initial
Operation Clearance (IOC) status, Tejas was
officially inducted in IAF for Final Operational
Clearance (FOC) on January 10, 2014. It has
been reported that the IAF plans to order 10
squadrons of Tejas. IAF has a requirement for
200 single-seat and 20 two-seat conversion
trainers and has ordered 40 Tejas aircraft.
In October 2015 IAF announced that it
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will induct 100-120 Tejas MkIA instead of Mk-I standard.
The Mk-IA variant will feature
an AESA Radar and improved
specifications which will improve
its performance. In 2017, it was
reported that HAL will deliver
123 Tejas by 2024-25. In 2018, IAF
committed to buy another 201
Tejas of the Mark-II variant.
Meanwhile,
reconnaissance,
surveillance
and
transport
systems of the IAF are getting
relatively regularly replenished
or
strengthened
through
acquisition in smaller numbers.
Recently, it was reported that
a fresh tender for 110 fighter
aircraft has commenced. The
Request for Proposals (RFP) for
the tender could be sent to the
vendors by mid-2019 and the
final contract may be signed by
2022-23.
The Indian Government has
sent out request for information
(RFI) from global aviation firms,
starting a multi-billion dollar
‘Make in India’ project to produce
110 single or twin-engine fighter
jets for the IAF with foreign
collaboration.
This will be followed by the RPF.
Evaluations, technical trials and
commercial negotiations will
take place after that.
The deal is expected be worth
over USD 15 billion, making it one

of the biggest such procurements
in the world.
The RFI states that the fighter
jets need to be manufactured in
India. Under ‘Make in India’, the
Government is attempting to
get global manufactures to have
a production line in the country.
This is also expected to open the
possibility for future expansions.
An-32 aircraft, C-130J Hercules,
Mi-17 V5 and Rudra helicopters,
Dornier, C-130J and C-17 transport
aircraft, Jaguar, Bison, MiG-29,
Mirage-2000 and SU-30 MKI
fighter aircraft are also part of the
IAF fleet.
The IAF has aircraft and
equipment of Russian, British,
French, Israeli, US and Indian
origins with Russian aircraft
dominating its inventory. HAL
produces some of the Russian
and British aircraft in India under
licence.
The IAF’s primary air superiority
fighter with the additional
capability to conduct air-ground
missions is Sukhoi Su-30MKI. The
IAF has placed an order for a total
of 272 Su-30MKIs.
The Mikoyan MiG-29 is a
dedicated air superiority fighter
and constitutes a second line
of defence after the Sukhoi Su30MKI. 69 MiG-29s are in service,
all of which have been recently
upgraded to the MiG-29UPG

standard.
The Dassault Mirage 2000,
known as Vajra in Indian service,
is the primary multirole fighter.
The IAF currently operates 49
Mirage 2000Hs and 8 Mirage
2000 TH all of which are currently
being upgraded to the Mirage
2000-5 MK2 standard with Indian
specific modifications.
The SEPECAT Jaguar known
as Shamsher serves as the IAF’s
primary ground attack force.
The IAF currently operates 139
Jaguars and the first batch of
DARIN-1 Jaguars are now going
through a DARIN-3 upgrade
being equipped with EL/M-2052
AESA radars, and an improved
jamming suite plus new avionics.
The IAF is training the crew
in operating the indigenously
developed
DRDO
AEW&CS
flying on the Embraer ERJ 145
aircraft. The IAF also operates
the EL/W-2090 Phalcon AEW&C
incorporated in a Beriev A-50
platform. A total of three such
systems are currently in service,
with two more orders likely.
India is also implementing
Project India, an in-house AWACS
program to develop and deliver
six Phalcon class AWACS, based
on DRDO work on the smaller
AEW&CS.
For strategic airlift operations
the IAF uses the Ilyushin Il-76,

known as Gajraj. The IAF operated
17 Il-76s in 2010, which are in the
process of being replaced by C-17
Globemaster IIIs.
The IAF C-130Js are used by
special forces for combined
Army-Air Force operations.
The Antonov An-32, known
in Indian service as the Sutlej,
serves as a medium transport
aircraft. The aircraft is also used
in bombing roles and paradropping operations. The IAF
currently operates 105 An-32s, all
of which are being upgraded.
The HAL HPT-32 Deepak is
IAF’s basic flight training aircraft
for cadets. The HPT-32 was
grounded in July 2009 following
a crash that killed two senior
flight instructors, but was revived
in May 2010. The HPT-32 is to
be phased out soon and has
been replaced by Pilatus, a Swiss
aircraft. The IAF uses the HAL HJT16 Kiran Mk.I for intermediate
flight training of cadets, while
the HJT-16 Kiran Mk.II provides
advanced flight and weapons
training. The HAL HJT-16 Kiran
Mk.2 is also operated by the
Surya Kiran Aerobatic Team
(SKAT) of the IAF. The Kiran is to
be replaced by the HAL HJT-36
Sitara. The BAE Hawk Mk 132
serves as an advanced jet trainer
in the IAF and is progressively
replacing the Kiran Mk.II. The
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IAF has begun the process of
converting the Surya Kiran
display team to Hawks. A total of
106 BAE Hawk trainers have been
ordered by the IAF. The Air Force
has also ordered 72 Pipistrel Virus
SW 80 microlight aircraft for basic
training purpose.
The HAL Dhruv serves primarily
as a light utility helicopter in the
IAF. In addition to transport and
utility roles, newer Dhruvs are
also used as attack helicopters.
The HAL Cheetah is a light utility
helicopter used for high altitude
operations.
The Mil Mi-8 and the Mil Mi17, Mi-17 1V and Mi-17V 5 are
operated by the IAF for medium
lift strategic and utility roles.
The Mi-8 is being progressively
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replaced by the Mi-17 series of
helicopters. The IAF has ordered
22 Boeing AH-64E Apache attack
Helicopters, 68 HAL Light Combat
Helicopters(LCH),35 HAL Rudra
attack Helicopters, 15 CH-47F
Chinook heavy lift helicopters
and 150 Mi-17V-5s to replace and
augment its existing fleet of Mi8s and Mi-17s and Mi-24’s.
The
IAF
currently
uses
the IAI Searcher II and IAI
Heron unmanned aircraft for
reconnaissance and surveillance
purposes. The IAI Harpy serves
as an Unmanned Combat Aerial
Vehicle (UCAV) which is designed
to attack radar systems. The IAF
also operates the DRDO Lakshya
which serves as realistic towed
aerial sub-targets for live fire

training.
The SPYDER (Surface-to-air
PYthon and DERby) is an Israeli
short and medium range mobile
air defence system developed
by Rafael Advanced Defense
Systems with assistance from
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI).
Six SPYDER-MRs along with 300
Python-5 surface to missiles
(SAMs) and 300 Derby SAMs are
in service with the Indian Air
Force.
The S-125 Pechora and the
9K33 Osa Surface-to-air missile
systems in service are being
replaced with the Akash medium
range
surface-to-air
missile
system. A total of 8 squadrons
have been ordered so far.
The IAF currently operates the

Prithvi-II short-range ballistic
missile (SRBM). The Prithvi-II is an
IAF-specific variant of the Prithvi
ballistic missile.
To deal with the depletion of
force levels, the IAF has started
to modernise its fleet. This
includes both the upgrade of
existing aircraft, equipment and
infrastructure as well as induction
of new aircraft and equipment,
both indigenous and imported.
In 2018, the current defence
minister gave the go ahead to
scale up the manufacturing of
Tejas at HAL and also to export
Tejas.
The IAF also submitted a request
for information to international
suppliers for a stealth unmanned
combat air vehicle (UCAV). The
IAF has placed orders for 120
HAL Tejas fighters 36 Dassault
Rafalemulti-role
fighters,112
Pilatus PC-7MkII basic trainers,
72 HAL HJT-36 Sitara trainers, 72
Pipistrel Virus SW 80 microlight
aircraft,10 C-17 Globemaster III
strategic air-lifters,65 HAL Light
Combat Helicopters and 139 Mi17V-5 helicopters. The IAF has
also ordered 18 Israeli SPYDER
Surface to Air Missile (SAM)
units. Other orders are, six Airbus
A330 tanker aircraft, 22 AH-64E
Apache Longbowheavy attack
helicopters, 15 CH-47F medium
lift helicopters and IAI Harop
UCAVs.

BEL Aims High in Global Market
through Offset Programme
The Offset programme has opened up not just more business for
BEL but also opportunities to build world-class capabilities, improve
the company’s technical know-how for self-sustainability, open new
dimensions for indigenous research and development, to be part of
the supply chain of big global players, increase the value of Brand
BEL and its global outreach, bring in more partners for collaboration
to enhance the technological skills as well as cut down the cost and
time required for production by making the technology available
in India itself, said Gowtama M V, Chairman and Managing Director,
Bharat Electronics Limited. In an interview with Aeromag, he talks
about BEL’s offset programmes and other focus areas.

Gowtama M V
CMD, BEL
What all products/systems will
BEL be showcasing at Aero India
2019?
BEL will showcase at the Aero
India exhibition state-of-the-art
products and systems spanning
every domain of its business –
Military Communication, Radar
Systems, Missile Systems, Naval
Systems, C4I Systems, Electronic
Warfare Systems, Avionics, AntiSubmarine Warfare Systems,
Tank Electronics, Electro Optics,
Gun/Weapon System Upgrades
Shelters, Unmanned Systems,
Homeland Security, Life Support
Systems (Atmospheric Water
Generator),
Cyber
Security
and
professional
electronic
components. BEL will also
showcase its R&D capabilities
by
launching/demonstrating
some of its new products /
technologies. BEL is planning to
launch some of its new products
/ technologies.
How is your order book
position? What is the growth that
you are targeting in the next few
years?
The order book of BEL as

on January 31, 2019, is about
Rs.50,000
crores.
Defence
continues to be BEL’s main
business, contributing close
to 80% of its revenues. We are

anticipating a revenue growth in
the range of 12% to 15% in the
next two to three years.
Can you please update us on
the status of missile projects like
Akash, LRSAM, QRSAM, etc.?
DRDO is having discussions
with the users for finalising QRs
for the Akash Mk2 project. In
the case of the LRSAM project,
BEL has received orders for 11
numbers from GRSE and MDL
for P15B and P17A class of ships.
BEL has also entered into a work
share agreement with IAI, Israel,
for executing the order. Presently,
manufacturing is under progress
at BEL and IAI and the 1st
system is planned for dispatch
by March 2020. QRSAM is under
development with various labs of
DRDO.

Can you please tell us about
BEL’s plans in the area of Offsets?
The Offset programme has
opened up not just more
business for BEL but also
opportunities to build worldclass capabilities, improve the
Company’s technical knowhow for self-sustainability, open
new dimensions for indigenous
research and development, to
be part of the supply chain of
big global players, increase the
value of Brand BEL and its global
outreach, bring in more partners
for collaboration to enhance the
technological skills as well as cut
down the cost and time required
for production by making the
technology available in India
itself. However, Offsets have also
intensified competition between
various Indian companies, thus,
making it a necessity for BEL to
develop and maintain skill, talent
and competency on par with
global trends and demands.
Can you tell us about some of
the new technologies that BEL is
working on?
Research and Development
(R&D) has been one of the
core strengths of BEL. Various
divisions of BEL are involved in
the development of Strategic
Components,
Technology
Modules, Subsystems, Products,
Systems and System of Systems.
Apart from in-house efforts, BEL’s
R&D engineers are working along
with DRDO, ISRO, CSIR, other
national research laboratories
and academic institutes for joint
development of state-of-the-art

products and systems.
The
major
developments
initiated are Next Generation
Weapon
Systems,
Smart
elements of Homeland Security,
IIR Seekers, Command Control
Software, On-the-Move Satcom
with low profile Antenna, Satcom
Man Pack Terminal, Electronic
Sub-Systems for Twin Barrel 30
mm AD Gun, advanced system
for Identification of Friend
& Foe for Weapon Systems,
Upgraded Voice Control and
Communication systems, Coastal
Situation
Awareness
Radar,
Ultra Light-Weight Shelter and
Modular High Altitude Shelters.
BEL is also working on new
technology areas like Artificial
Intelligence, Internet of Things,
Robotics, Big Data Analytics,
Cyber Security, etc.
What steps are you taking to
design and develop state-of-theart EW systems?
DRDO and BEL are indigenously
developing
the
Electronic
Warfare
Suite
for
fighter
aircraft and helicopters. BEL
is also executing EW upgrade
programmes for various fighter
aircraft.
BEL has executed the landbased EW system, Integrated
Electronic Warfare System, for the
Indian Army. BEL is also executing
ground-based EW system for the
Indian Air Force. BEL is expanding
its EW manufacturing facilities
at Ibrahimpatnam, exclusively
for land-based EW systems and
is also planning to set up a test
range.
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Forging Futuristic Indian Solutions
Spirit of Innovation has been the driving force behind
the Kalyani Group, an Indian multi-national conglomerate
with high technology, engineering and manufacturing
capability across various critical sectors. They are in the
forefront globalizing India, contributing a great deal in
making “Made in India” a global high tech brand in the
manufacturing industry. Baba Kalyani, Chairman of the
Group and CMD of the group’s flagship Bharat Forge,
speaks to AeroMag on the group’s transition from being
a global leader in metal forming, forging, machining and
metallurgy to creating the know-how and know-why
of advanced weapon systems and futuristic artillery
platforms, and becoming one of the leading private
sector entities in India to be certified by Indian Ministry
of Defence and Israel MOD for launch of ‘SECRET’
security classified programs. Excerpts from the interview:

Baba Kalyani
Chairman of the Group and CMD,
Bharat Forge
How has your profile changed from being
the largest forging company in the world
to being one of the top three artillery gun
manufacturers in international reckoning?
The transition from being a supplier of
critical components for defence industry to
becoming a leading player in aerospace and
defence industry in India, making it in India
for the world with strategic partnership with
global OEMs in Israel, Russia and Sweden...
Defence and aerospace are a natural
progression for us. These are areas where we
can leverage our existing capabilities in metal
forming, forging, machining and metallurgy.
There is tremendous potential here, especially
with the product profile we have developed
over the last few years. My Group has always
been at the forefront of ‘Make in India’ and
is committed towards establishing a vibrant
defence industrial base in the country. In the
past few years, we have invested sizeable
resources to develop a wide range of products
and technological capabilities to manufacture
various critical items of defence systems,
equipment and components; wherein we
are targeting import substitution across all
verticals through large scale indigenization.
Continuous efforts in this sector have resulted
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in indigenously designed, developed and
manufactured products. Our success in the
field of Artillery and Land Systems is also an
outcome of these efforts.
With India’s Defence Acquisition Council
approving procurement of your 155mm/52
calibre Advanced Towed Artillery Gun

Systems (ATAGS), what are its unique features
and what’s the timeline for induction and
production schedule?
ATAGS is a future battlefield solution. The
performance of the system in terms of range,
accuracy and mobility is unmatched. The
Kalyani variant of ATAGS has created a new
world record during firing at Pokhran. There

Armoured Troop Carrier

system (BMCS). It is capable of firing 24.7 km
range and with assisted ammunition it can go
30Kms. It is designed for all terrain conditions,
particularly mountainous region, where gun
towing is very difficult. Being lightweight,
it can be transported with helicopters and
can easily be deployed in hilly areas. A third
variant is also underway – Super ULH, which
incorporates the hybrid recoil technology
which further brings down the weight of the
gun to 3.2 tons.

are very few 155mm/52 cal Artillery gun
systems in the world and ATAGS is far ahead
than most of them performance wise. It is also
extremely cost competitive than most of the
solutions available in the world today. Most
importantly, the complete ordnance has been
‘Made in India’ by my group. World over, all the
successful OEMs make their own ordnance.
As a matter of fact, unless the ordnance of
a gun is made in the country, you can never
claim a gun to be truly ‘Made in India’. The
ordnance has successfully undergone proof
firings in PXE Balasore at extreme high
pressure close to 568MPa which is the highest
pressure recorded for artillery gun systems
in the world. Other unique features include
zero backlash electrical drives (hydro-electric
gun system), fully-automatic Ammunition
Handling System (AHS), Advanced Electronic
Steer by Wire system to provide best mobility,
etc.
Also, the involvement of private industry
by the DRDO at system level is a paradigm
shift and has resulted in realising this state of
the art weapon platform in the fastest time
frame. More such initiatives will help realise
the vision of self-reliance, establish a vibrant
defence industrial base in the country and will
give Impetus to Make in India. Most significant
aspect of ATAGS development work is that it
has resulted in bringing in “KNOW-HOW” and
“KNOW-WHY” of Most Advanced Artillery Gun
Systems in India. This I believe, is the essence
of “Make in India”, creating the know-how
and know-why of advanced weapon systems
in the country and thus make the country
self-reliant.
The DAC approved procurement will go
through its procurement cycle and it is
expected that the orders will be placed after
the trials. The production schedule will be as
per customer’s requirement. From our side,
we can produce 100 guns per year which can
be further scaled up to 150 guns per year.
Among the five gun platforms that you

showcased at the last DEFEXPO in Chennai,
the so called futuristic Ultra-Light Howitzer
artillery gun – Advanced Hybrid Recoil that
can be lifted by helicopter, made in titanium
and steel, grabbed much attention. What are
the highlights on these indigenous product
lines?
Our approach in development of Future
Artillery Platforms has been application
based and not program based. We are
not developing guns against a particular
program. But, during our interactions with the
Army, we understand what their challenges
are in operating at higher altitudes, rough
terrains, etc. and then design a product
that attempts to resolve all those issues. We
are thus developing products with higher
strength yet lighter in weight, reduced recoil
forces enhancing stability, optimal structure
and several such. Again, such an approach is
possible only because we now have complete
“know-how” and “know-why” of Artillery
Systems within the organization, capable of
offering “solutions” to our customer, Indian
Army/MoD.
Mountain Artillery Gun (MArG) is a 155
mm / 39 caliber long-range field Ultra-Light
Howitzer (ULH) in towed version. MArG
comes in two variants - Steel and Titanium.
The steel version weighs about 6.8 tons
and the Titanium version weighs less than 5
tons. This breakthrough has been achieved
through innovative design and use of
lightweight, high strength alloys for many
sub-assemblies. MArG can be towed and is
able to travel on black top or cross-country
terrain at speed up to 60 km/h and 24 km/h
respectively. It can be transported by existing
railway or current tactical air transport. The
semi-automatic Breech operating system &
projectile loading system enables the gun
to fire at a high rate of fire and to minimize
human fatigue. MArG can fire complete family
of in service ammunition including standard
NATO ammunitions along with in service
charge system, including Bi-Modular charge

Could you tell us more on your
technological, strategic partnership and
joint ventures with Israel’s Rafael Advanced
Defence Systems and Elbit System?
We are working on a number of joint ventures
and strategic partnerships with global OEMs
in order to bring in technology and undertake
joint production and manufacturing in
India, as part of our commitment to ‘Make
in India’. We have two joint ventures, BF
Elbit Advanced Systems with Elbit (Israel)
for Artillery and Mortar systems and Kalyani
Rafael Advanced Systems with Rafael (Israel)
for Missile and Air Defence technology, BMP
upgrade and Advanced Armour solutions.
Both the JVs are progressing well. In fact,
KRAS is one of the fastest growing JVs today.
With a state of the art manufacturing facility
at Hyderabad spread across an area of 24,000
sq. ft, it is one of the leading private sector
entities to be certified by Indian MOD and
Israel MOD for launch of ‘SECRET’ security
classified programs. While it currently awaits
the SPIKE ATGM order (for which this facility
was initially designed and established), it has
successfully executed the production and
integration of New Generation of Precision
Weapon Systems (NGPGM) to be delivered
to Indian Air force, thus achieving a turnover
of INR 100 Cr plus in its very first year of
operation. KRAS will soon be establishing
the MRSAM mid-section electronics line for
manufacturing and testing, with indigenous
sourcing. In the pipeline are plans to offer
product support solution to Indian Defence
Services by establishing an MRO for Missile
systems supplied to Indian Air force and
Indian Navy; potential cooperation with BDL
for export market; leveraging the facility for
manufacturing and testing of IR seeker which
can also be utilized by DRDO and DPSUs.

Jet Engine
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Overall, the JV potential is unfolding well and
is in tune with the vision of its stake holders
towards ‘Make in India’.
How about the small jet engine project,
engines for UAVs and drones as well as heavy
thrust engines for helicopters?
In line with our passion to develop
indigenised solution, KCTI-120 is an abinitio engine and design and development
started as a technology demonstrator. This
engine has advancements in compressor,
combustionand turbine stage. KCTI-120
can find applications in UAVs, short range
subsonic missiles, light to ultra-light manned
planes, etc. This is a learning curve for us.
We sent our engineers to Germany and the
US to study before embarking on our own
programme.
How would you assess the role of Indian
private sector players like you in making
India a global manufacturing hub – for
instance, being a part of Boeing’s global
supply chain for titanium flap track forgings
for 737 series aircraft, and the like?
India is today the sixth largest economy
in the world. The government estimates
that we will be a 10 Trillion economy in
the next 11-12 years and the third largest
economy by size. I expect India to have a
thriving manufacturing sector of about 1.52.0 Trillion USD, contributing 15-20% of our
GDP which is 4-5 times of the current size
of the sector. I am confident that a majority
of this additional manufacturing value-add
would come from the private industry from
sectors like Electronics, Defence, Aerospace,
Railways, Construction, Automotive among
others. Private companies with its pool of
management, scientific and technological
skills, product innovation, technology
upgradation, quality control, finance and
human resource management, are best
poised to lead India’s journey to become a

global manufacturing hub.
What exciting news do we have from
your network of R&D Centres – for Defence
Electronics, Tactical Systems, and Jet
Propulsion Technology?
Innovation and technology have been the
cornerstones of Kalyani Group’s strategy.
We spend a significant share of profits every
year on R&D. Our R&D centre houses 150200 people, all MTechs and PhD in materials,
metallurgy, electronics, 3-D printing, nanotechnology, high precision gears, metal
injection moulding etc. We have been
working on several new technologies and
have established world class technology
centres and R&D hubs to aid development of
advanced systems:
• Kalyani Centre for Technology &
Innovation (2011), Pune
• Kalyani Centre for Manufacturing
Innovation (2016), Pune
• Kalyani Centre for Tactical Systems &
Controls (2015), Hyderabad
• Kalyani Centre for Jet Propulsion (2015),
Bangalore
• Kalyani Centre for Electric Propulsion
(2018), Nuneaton (UK)
• Kalyani Open Innovation Centre (2019),
Israel
• Kalyani Centre for Microwave Technology
(2019), Pune
The Defence Electronics incubation centre,
placed at KCTI Pune, has developed ECARS
– an autonomous UGV. We are working on
seeker technology at our technology centre
in Hyderabad. Our seeker is almost ready. It’s
a KU band RF seeker. Once we master this
technology we can develop derivatives of it.
Jet propulsion centre at Bangalore is working
on development of KCTI-120 and KCTI-160,
which are to be tested further to idle speed
and full speed conditions by next month.
Could you give us a sense of the scope
of your collaborative ventures with DRDO

besides that of land systems?
Our biggest programme with DRDO so far
has been ATAGS. We are also working with
them on small arms, FSAPDS ammunition,
penetrator air bombs and many other
programs. We will also work with them on
future jet engines.
Moving on to the other major verticals of
your businesses, how good are the global
and domestic tractions for heavy trucks,
commercial vehicles, passenger cars and
automotive industrial sector?
For BFL, the year gone by has been the
best year on record, with the highest ever
revenue and profitability. This was based
on strong growth across all geographies
on the back of improved end markets and
increased customer traction. Our new
product pipeline, focused on transmission
and driveline components, coupled with
the investment in Nellore for setting up the
Center for Light Weighting Technology, is
expected to be a significant growth driver
for the Company. We have adopted multiple
measures (light-weighting of components,
new product development focused on the
entire powertrain, and emission solutions)
to leverage emerging prospects arising from
the technological upgradation required to
meet the emission norm applicable from
2020. More importantly, these initiatives will
enable further diversification of the revenue
stream, creating resilience during downturns.
How is your export market growth –
focussing on the defence and aerospace
sector specially?
The export market for defence has shown
good traction in the last year. We are
executing export orders for Armoured Troop
Carriers and various types of ammunition. A
few neighbouring countries have also shown
interest in our guns. We have received about
six foreign delegations, all directed by the
Ministry of Defence, in the last year alone.
We are expecting this to generate new
export opportunities.
In aerospace, despite the long gestation
period, we have been doing well, especially
in the export market. We continue to supply
components to major OEMs.
Shall we end this with a glance into some of
your more exotic offerings – like unmanned
underwater vehicles? How big is the scope
for such systems?
Yes, it’s a recent development. We are
looking at opportunities to expand our naval
profile and Unmanned Underwater Vehicles
is a step towards it. We have tied up with
a technology partner to understand the
system and work on it.

ATAGS Firing
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IAI to Present a Variety
of Systems at Aero India

Over the Past Year, IAI has
Generated Hundreds of
Millions of Dollars of Sales in
the Indian Partner; Expected
to Expand Collaboration
with Local Companies in
Defense Systems Integration

Nimrod Shefer
President and CEO, IAI

I

srael Aerospace Industries,
a
globally
recognized
technology and innovation
leader, in developing and
manufacturing advanced, stateof-the-art systems for air, space,
sea, land, cyber and homeland
security will be participating
in Aero India with advanced
products. The Company expects
to expand collaboration with
local leaders in integrating
strategic
state-of-the-art
systems for the Indian MOD in
several areas and in accordance
with the Indian Government’s
“Make in India” policy. These
collaborations are a direct
continuation of IAI’s business
deals in India which totaled some
1.9B$ in 2018.
IAI has been working with

India’s defense industries and
armed forces for the past 2 years
under strategic collaboration
spanning many fields. The
Company collaborates with
local companies and works with
India’s defense agencies, as
well as with the Navy, Air Force,
Army and Coast Guard. Joint
development projects include
the MRSAM Air defense system,
in both its maritime and landbased versions; mission aircraft;
various radar systems and UAVs.
Collaboration agreements are
based on transfer of technology
for the benefit of local
production as part of the Indian
Government’s “Make in India”
policy.
Nimrod Shefer, IAI’s President
and CEO, said: “India is one of

IAI’s main partner. This important
partner is characterized by
long-term collaboration, joint
development and production,
technology
transfer
and
technical support over many
years. We are working to nurture
this relationship in the future
despite growing competition.
The excellent reputation that
IAI has earned among its Indian
partners is vitally important
to continuing this tradition of
successful cooperation.”
At the exhibition, IAI will
present a wide variety of
strategic defense systems with
an emphasis on MRSAM, TecSar
Satellite, TopGun, in the loiteringmunition category, featuring
the Green Dragon, Mini Harpy
and Rotem. Moreover, in the
Unmanned Aerial Systems area
IAI will display the Heron TP and
the Bird Eye 650D, which enable
a broad range of intelligence
gathering capabilities for various

operations and NRUAV.
IAI
will also exhibit strategic radar
systems, satellite communication
system, new electro-optical
systems using the new UltraPOP high definition technology.
Additional developments on
display will include modular
and compact command and
surveillance
systems
with
stabilized gyros for nighttime
and daytime observation at a
competitive price. In addition,
IAI will present a selection of
mission aircraft for intelligence
missions, aerial control and
naval surveillance on different
platforms, such as AEW&C
(Airborne Early Warning and
Control), ELW 2090, ISTAR and
ASIS mission aircrafts.
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All Hurdles for FOC Aircraft
Production Overcome: ADA

Dr. Girish S. Deodhare
Programme Director, Combat Aircraft
& Director, ADA
Could you talk about the latest
updates on LCA Tejas? What
about the FOC procedures?
Last year 31 December, the
build
standard
documents
for production of the FOC
aircraft were released. All the
FOC capabilities have been
successfully demonstrated and
CEMILAC has certified that the
build standard of production
aircraft will be able to achieve
all those capabilities. Now the
various certification activities
are going on and in final stage.
We had a major weapons
detachment
in
NovemberDecember in Jaisalmer, where
close to 300 bombs, of various
types, were dropped in around
100 sorties to prove the
capabilities of the aircraft. We
also did a few aerial refuelling
trials at different altitudes.
Some software updates based
on the trials which happened in
December are also in progress.
The system capabilities for FOC
now stand proven and the first
FOC aircraft is planned to be
delivered with the software by
October.
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What is the future roadmap
for Tejas? Are there any plans
to enhance the weapons
capabilities of the LCA?
Tejas is an indigenously
designed aircraft in every sense
and its design IP is with us, which
means we can keep on improving
this aircraft as the user desires.
As far as the new weapons,
we are planning to integrate
indigenous weapons like Astra,
Brahmos (mini) etc. These will be
on display at Aero India 2019. The
integration of Uttam AESA Radar
of LRDE on LCA is progressing
and this also will be showcased in
the Aero India 2019.
Also, we are supporting HAL for
the Avionics and FCS upgrades
for LCA Mark-1A. Mark-1A is an
upgrade of the FOC standard
aircraft with AESA radar, newly
integrated
EW-suit,
newer
missiles, etc. It is also targeted for
improved maintainability.
The
main
bottleneck
with
the
trainer
aircraft
production drawing release
was incorporation of Air-to-Air
refuelling because it was a follow
on from the fighter. Now that the

“All the FOC capabilities of LCA have been
successfully demonstrated and CEMILAC has certified
that the build standard will be able to achieve all
the capabilities. Consequently the build standard
document and drawings for production of FOC
standard LCA fighter aircraft have been formally
issued to HAL on 31st December, 2018. Now the
various certification documentation activities are in
final stages of completion. Parallely some software
fine tuning based on the trials which happened in
December is in progress. We had a major weapons
detachment in November-December in Jaisalmer,
where close to 300 bombs, of various types,
were dropped in around 100 sorties to prove the
capabilities of the aircraft. We also did a few aerial
refuelling trials at different altitudes. So with the
record number of test flights (619 flights) done in
2018, the system capabilities now stand proven
and we are confident the first FOC aircraft can be
delivered by HAL before October 2019” said Girish
S. Deodhare, Programme Director, Combat Aircraft
and Director, Aeronautical Development Agency.
Air-to-Air refuelling capability
is completely proven in the
fighter, it is being incorporated
in the trainer. But the probe
is not identical to the single
seater probe and the design
modifications are in progress.
Production standard drawings
for the trainer will also be
released before June 2019. The
trainer production can also begin
after that.
The Naval version of LCA is still
facing several challenges. Could
you shed some light on to the
latest updates on the project?
Naval version has made a
lot of progress. For the Naval
version the key capabilities
are ski-jump take-off, arrested
landing and operations on the
ship’s deck. These capabilities
are being proven in Navy Mark1, which is an Airforce trainer
aircraft modified with Naval
features. Despite initial technical
challenges faced, Ski-jump has
been mastered completely now.
For arrested landing we had to
integrate a hook and we had
to make sure that the under

carriage can take the loads of
arrested landing. These were
challenges we went through and
the development involved a few
iterations. But today they have
both been successfully integrated
on the aircraft. It is planned to
complete arrested landing trials
later this on the shore based teat
facility developed by ADA in Goa.
Navy Mark-2 is an ab-initio
Naval aircraft design and has
taken all the inputs from the
testing of Navy Mark-1. It is
designed to meet the mission
requirements of Indian Navy. The
design has been completed and
the he aircraft is being realised
and it should be ready in about
18 months. Navy Mark-2 will
be a stepping stone towards
the final objective of making a
twin engine deck-based Fighter,
which is a 5th generation aircraft.
ADA
has
been
actively
supporting
the
aerospace
indigenisation by procuring the
parts of LCA domestically. Could
you talk more about it?
When we said we will make

completed the design of so
called Airforce Mark-2, because
it is no longer the old Mark-2. It’s
a much more enhanced aircraft
and a model will be displayed
in the Aero India 2019. The
design has been completed.
This is a medium weight fighter
which has almost 1.8 times the
payload capabilities of Mark-1. It
is a long-range medium weight
aircraft and can replace the
other medium weight aircraft
in the IAF, like the Mirage 2000.
So that is the next priority.
This will happen much faster
because it is another four and a
half generation aircraft. Another
priority will be AMCA both with
the interim engine and the final
one. This is the long term plan for
the Airforce. Parallely, we plan
to complete Shore Based Carrier
Compatibility testing on LCA
Navy Mk1 this year and progress
to realisation of LCA Navy Mk2
for operational deployment on
the carrier. The design of the
twin engine fifth generation
deck based fighter has also
commenced.

a
fourth-generation,
the
first objective was to design
an aircraft with all the state
of the art capabilities. This
indigenous design is itself a
major national achievement.
These
critical
technologies
like Fly by wire control, Digital
Avionics, Composite Structures,
Aerodynamic Design, Flight
Testing, etc. were developed
using
proven
components
for risk mitigation. Now that
the technologies have been
successfully proven,
we are
focusing on replacing the
imported componenets with
indigenous
components
which is again a technology
development. So today around
55% of components have been
indigenised and remaining are in
advanced stage of indigenisation.
FCS design, avionics design,
structural design, aerodynamic
design and even flight testing
are indigenous technologies

and these can be considered
as a national wealth. These are
required for any future aircraft of
this class or above.
The Advanced Medium Multirole Combat Aircraft (AMCA) is
another important project of
ADA. Could you talk more about
the project?
AMCA program as I mentioned,
has now taken off and we have
done a major part of the design
already. AMCA configuration
is finalised to meet all the
requirement of IAF. We needed
a higher thrust engine for AMCA
which is currently not available.
So, while developing a higher
thrust engine, in the meantime
we are going ahead with the
existing engine that is used for
Mark-2 which is the GE414. The
design project has already been
sanctioned. In about 7 years,
we are planning to complete
AMCA with GE414 right up to

certification. This includes the
stealth part too. We are aiming at
four prototypes. Subsequently,
this will be up-scaled with the
new higher thrust engine.
The government is promoting
unmanned capabilities of the
armed forces. What are the plans
by ADA to support this drive?
We are developing technologies
for unmanned aircraft like
Automatic take-off and landing
on LCA. ADA is also supporting
DRDO in this activity by proving
many of the technologies
required using LCA as a platform.
Could you share with us your
vision and priorities for ADA
during your term? What are the
important goals you would like to
fulfil at ADA in the coming years?
My immediate priority of
course is LCA MARK-1 and its
improvements which lead to
Mark-1A. Subsequently, we have

How do you assess Aero India
2019 as a leading aerospace
event in Asia? Could you talk
about ADA’s participation in this
year’s Aero India?
Aero India is a gathering of all
the global OEMs and companies.
So it gives full insight into the
latest developments in aerospace
and also how we can incorporate
various new capabilities in our
aircraft. It serves as a platform
for other countries to know our
capabilities and how they can
partner with us in some of our
development. Otherwise they
really don’t come to know what
India can do and what India has
and how they can work with us.
As far as ADA’s participation is
concerned, all our designs will
be shown with various details of
the technologies in our pavilion.
For the first time, the air displays
of Tejas will not be done by us,
but by the IAF squadron which
is a very proud moment for
us as designers. We of course
will be providing the customer
demonstration flights.
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Rolls-Royce to Showcase Technology
Prowess & India Partnership

R

olls-Royce
will
be
showcasing its powerful
India
partnership
and technological prowess at
Aero India Located at the UK
Pavilion, in Hall A, Rolls-Royce
will demonstrate its support of

hub for data innovation with a
facility in Bangalore, develops
data applications that unlock
design, manufacturing and
operational efficiencies and
creates new service propositions
for customers.
Rolls-Royce is proud of its
80-year relationship with the
Indian Armed Forces. With
India’s focus on modernisation
and indigenisation of its Armed
Forces, Rolls-Royce is committed
to sharing innovation, capability
and knowledge through its
enduring
and
cooperative
partnerships.
Pankaj Kaushik, Vice President
India (Armed Forces & Govt.),

offers a platform to present our
full range of power and solutions
for aviation to support the
growth needs of the industry. As

long and distinguished history
in India since 1932. With India’s
focus on strong economic and
infrastructure growth, Rolls-

Kishore Jayaraman
President, Rolls-Royce- India & South Asia

current programmes and future
opportunities in India.
Rolls-Royce has been steadily
building its capabilities in
India,
across
engineering,
manufacturing, supply chain,
digital and customer support
to support local growth. The
Aerospace Engineering Centre
in Bangalore has over more
than engineers contributing
to global aerospace engine
programmes.
Rolls-Royce’s
R2 Data Labs, an acceleration
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Located in
UK Pavilion
Hall A
Rolls-Royce – India & South
Asia, said: “As India continues
to develop its capabilities in
aviation industry, Rolls-Royce
believes that this is the right
time to step up discussions on its
products & technology and fully
participate in the evolving sector
in the country. Aero India 2019

a leading industrial technology
company, we continue to expand
our
presence
strategically,
through collaborations with
companies
like
Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL), TCS,
and QuEST. We are committed
to further strengthening our
partnerships, to enable India
to benefit from our innovative
products,
solutions
and
technologies. In line with our
vision to pioneer the power that
matters to our customers, we
are well-positioned to offer our
strong portfolio of more efficient
and cleaner products and
solutions and play a key role in
India’s growing aviation sector.”
Louise Donaghey, SVP India
and South Asia, Rolls-Royce,
said, “Rolls-Royce has had a

Royce is well positioned with
its broad range of products and
services to meet the needs of
our customers and help India
achieve its long-term growth
vision. We are part of India’s
future as a centre for innovation
and manufacturing. We are
proud to be a leading provider
of power to the Indian Armed
Forces, and our commitment
to support India to achieve its
goals of indigenisation and selfreliance remains as strong as
ever.”
Rolls-Royce has been working
closely to ensure that India is
uniquely placed to support both
its future requirements and
the development of advanced
technological solutions across
global markets.
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Aequs Aims High for its
Business Expansion
“Aequs is aiming at both capability as well as capacity expansion.
Customers in this domain have a huge appetite and if we can
absorb their orders, they will gladly place more. The future plan
for growth is to absorb more orders and increase value for our
customers by adopting latest technology. Recently, as a part of our
digital transformation journey, we launched a project to adopt SAP
S/4 Hana ERP business suite to consolidate our operations across all
units in India. This will give us the leverage to streamline processes
and make informed decisions using real-time data analytics,” said
Rajeev Kaul, Managing Director, Aerospace & Group CFO, Aequs. In
an interview with Aeromag, he talks about
assemblies, build to print aero
structures and surface treatment,
all in a single location. Recently,
we received a high volume order
from Bombardier for window
frames that are forged, machined
and surface treated at our various
plants located within Aequs SEZ.
Today,
Aequs
commands
a unique position to make a
difference in the civil aerospace
industry that no other player has
done in India.

Rajeev Kaul
Managing Director, Aerospace
& Group CFO, Aequs
Where does Aequs stand
in the aerospace precision
manufacturing industry globally?
What are the major achievements
over these years?
The
aerospace
industry
spends over USD 20 billion
annually on machined parts.
This has provided us with ample
opportunity to expand our core
machining business around the
global demand for detailed parts
and become an industry leader
in this market segment. To meet
the demand in our target market,
we have scaled up focusing
heavily on new machines,
equipment, and technology in
India. Our dedicated facility for
Airbus and the recent Flexible
Manufacturing System (FMS)
facility are few such examples of
our recent growth.
Right from being awarded the
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largest titanium detailed parts
order by Airbus to becoming the
tier I supplier to Boeing for critical
components, our journey so far
has been quite fulfilling. We have
increased the in-country value
add by 80%~90% with some of
the parts we manufacture. Our
Forging and Heat Treatment
facility (SQuAD) got approved
by Safran. Aequs’ Assembly unit
(AAI) produced and dispatched
Door Plug assembly for Airbus
321 NEO aircraft, bagging the title
of first Indian private company to
work on door packages.
We were awarded the Airbus
Innovation Award for our
unique aerospace ecosystem
at Aequs SEZ that comprise
forging, precision machining of
components, actuation system
parts, sub-assemblies, fabricated
steel
machine
parts
and

Aequs continues to consolidate
the supply chain and embrace
Aerospace 4.0 by meticulously
adding capabilities and cuttingedge technologies. Could you
shed more light onto this?
Aequs is the first and only
aerospace company in India to
invest in Flexible Manufacturing
System (FMS) that will enable
us to achieve agility through
automation, a buzzword for
today’s manufacturer. We have
established a 60,000 SQFT facility
within our SEZ in Belagavi that
is currently operational for
machining high mix, low volume
product variety we currently see
in Aerospace manufacturing.
Could you talk about how Aequs
cater to the demands of changing
aerospace
manufacturing
industry in India? What are the
factors that drive demand in the
industry?
Globally, the demand for
new aircrafts has increased
phenomenally.
Commercial
aircraft sector is expected to
see a growth rate of 4.8 percent

in FY2018-19. This increased
demand in the market, coupled
with backlogs and pricing
pressure, has led to numerous
OEMs
(original
equipment
manufacturers) expanding their
supply chain in countries such as
India owing to labour arbitrage
and easy access to technology
as well as skilled engineers
and workers. Aequs aerospace
has established a one-of-itskind aerospace manufacturing
ecosystem that has vertically
integrated the supply chain –
right from forging and machining
to assemblies and special
processing. This has enabled
OEMs to speed up time to market
and save logistics costs.
There are multiple factors
driving demand in the industry.
Regions such as Asia-Pacific
and Middle-east are witnessing
steep rise in passenger traffic
resulting in robust demand for
new aircrafts. Simultaneously,
older fleets are being retired
and replaced in mature markets
like Europe. Due to such
trends globally, the aerospace
manufacturing industry has been
witnessing a spurt in demand
for many years now. In fact, the
demand is so robust that if OEMs
were to stop placing new orders
today, it would still take close to
ten years to complete work on
pending orders.
Could you talk about the latest
operational highlights of Aequs
SEZ in Belagavi? Are there any
expansion activities?
Aequs has been expanding

some of them, such as landing
gears, are also fulfilled through
our offshore plants in France and
Texas, US.

its operational capacity and
capability as a part of its business
expansion
and
customer
requirements. Besides the FMS
cell, the SEZ has expanded with
the entry of global giants, Francebased Latécoère and US-based
Purosil, as its latest occupants.
The toy manufacturing unit of
Aequs Consumer, a division of
Aequs, too has moved to a brand
new 200,000 SQFT facility in 2018,
bringing many capabilities inhouse. API (Aerospace Processing
India), our JV with Magellan
aerospace, has begun setting up
another unit at the SEZ to cater to
customer demands.
India's
aerospace
manufacturing is now focusing
on indigenisation. How does
Aequs support the drive and
the government's Make in India
initiative?
‘Make in India’ initiative has
brought in changes pertaining
to how the private sector is
perceived today. It is evident
that the government needs to
collaborate with private players to
make it work further. Innovation,

indigenous manufacturing and
self-reliance are the key aspects
to the success of ‘Make in India’.
Domestic capabilities, in terms of
designing and developing stateof-the-art systems, should also be
developed by leveraging cuttingedge
technology,
besides
making the workforce up-to-date
with industry requirement.
At Aequs, our business model
is not only to manufacture
high volume machined parts
and assemblies competitive
prices, but also to create the
manufacturing
ecosystem,
which consists of several
facilities supporting the entire
manufacturing
cycle
from
start to end to maximize the
in-country value add. We have
successfully created a one-of-its
kind aerospace ecosystem at our
SEZ in Belagavi, Karnataka that
has vertically integrated different
stages of the supply chain –
from forging and precision
machining to assembly and
surface treatment. We are now
able to achieve over 80 percent
in-country value add for some
of the detailed parts, which was

less than 30 percent just a few
years ago. Aequs is investing USD
20~30 million per year in India.
Could you shed some light
onto Aequs aerospace clientele
globally? What are the products
you make for them?
Since its inception, Aequs
Aerospace has been working
closely with Airbus. We are the
sole supplier in India to bag the
largest titanium machined parts
order (over 100,000) from Airbus
A320neo in 2016. We are also
the single source supplier for
delivering Plug door assembly,
through AAI (Aerostructure
Assemblies India), our JV with
Saab, for the same program. We
have successfully delivered the
first direct order for Boeing 777
program in January 2019. Besides
this, Collins Aerospace (formerly
UTC Aerospace) and Safran are
major customers of Aequs. We
are engaged in manufacturing
actuation systems for our clients,
Honeywell Aerospace and Parker
aerospace. While most of the
orders are fulfilled from our
integrated ecosystem in India,

Could you share with us vision
and priorities for Aequs? What are
the major plans for the coming
years?
We are aiming at both capability
as well as capacity expansion.
Customers in this domain have
a huge appetite and if we can
absorb their orders, they will
gladly place more. The future
plan for growth is to absorb
more orders and increase value
for our customers by adopting
latest technology. Recently, as a
part of our digital transformation
journey, we launched a project
to adopt SAP S/4 Hana ERP
business suite to consolidate
our operations across all units in
India.
What are the major highlights of
Aequs' participation in Aero India
2019? How do you look at the
event as a platform to find new
business associations?
Aerostructures
Assemblies
India (AAI), our JV with Saab,
has received one of the largest
orders for Overwing Exit (OWE)
door of Airbus 320. This is by far
the largest assembly package
Aequs will be delivering from
India. The only other supplier in
India that delivers door package
to Airbus is HAL. Being the top
Detailed Parts Partner (D2P) for
Airbus, we have the advantage
of landing new packages from
Airbus, besides reinforcing our
business associations with many
other industry stalwarts.
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PBS Turbine Engines Enter
the Indian Market

PBS, the renowned Czech aerospace company, is entering Indian UAV market with an aim of expanding its
successful cooperation with the suppliers of various types of unmanned aircraft which are experiencing a
noticeable rise. Roman Kolka, Director, Aerospace Technology Division; Jiri Tichy, Senior Sales Representative,
Aerospace Technology Division, and Singh Dipak Kumar, Sales Representative, Precision Casting Division, talk
about PBS’ entry into Indian market, its focus on Aero India 2019 and the company’s foundry division operations
respectively.

Roman Kolka
Director
Aerospace Technology Division

Jiri Tichy
Senior Sales Representative
Aerospace Technology Division

Singh Dipak Kumar
Sales Representative
Precision Casting Division

You are entering the Indian UAV market. Is
this your first experience in India?
In fact, it is not. There are currently 151 Mi17 helicopters flying with a Safir 5K/G MI
auxiliary power unit (APU), which starts the
main engines of the helicopter and supplies
electrical power for its pre-flight preparation.
However, we would like to expand our
successful cooperation with the suppliers of
various types of unmanned aircraft which are
experiencing a noticeable rise.
We have been active in aviation for over 50
years. Worldwide, we have supplied more
than 1,000 jet engines and more than 4,000
APUs and 7,000 ECS. We, therefore, have vast
experience with our own turbine technology
and also with installation into various types of
aircraft.
With our entrance onto the Indian market,
we would like to support the Indian
manufacturers of aviation applications with
our know-how.

What exactly are you presenting at Aero
India 2019?
At the Aero India we are mainly presenting
our jet engines. In 2018, we have launched
two new types of jet engine onto the market
in the thrust category of 900 and 1,500
Newtons. Thus, we have completed our jet
engines range to 5 types in the category from
200 to 1,500 Newtons of thrust. We are also
offering turboprop and turboshaft engines
with maximum power of 180 kW.
At our booth, visitors can see real engines
PBS TJ150 and PBS TJ40. Both of these
propulsion units excel with their excellent
thrust-to-weight ratio with respect to
the outer diameter of the engine. Other
advantages include a compact design, an
integrated starter generator, reliability when
starting up the engine in harsh climatic
conditions with the added possibility of
starting in flight at high flying speeds and
altitudes.
At our booth, we are also presenting

products of our precision casting division.
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PBS has own casting division, what’s your
specialisation in the foundry production?
In PBS we develop, manufacture and test
more than 90% of our products in-house that
includes castings from our precision casting
division.
However, for our internal needs, we cast
only a small part of the foundry production.
Our portfolio is much wider. We cast turbine
wheels, turbine blades and gas turbine
segments, aircraft engine impellers and guide
wheels, spinner discs and others e.g. femoral
components.
We use Rapid Prototyping methods
including design and manufacture moulds of
wax casting with optimal casting technology
and providing heat treatment, subsequent
precision machining and coating. We have
our own leaching line for removing ceramic
cores in blades with a cavity.
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Satellites, UAVs and Myriad
Breakthroughs
Alpha Design Technologies Limited (ADTL), with
guidance from ISRO, has sent its own Satellite
into outer space. Col. H S Shankar, Founder and
Chairman and Managing Director of ADTL, says
his cup of joy is overflowing as he recounts in an
interview with AeroMag how he nurtured from
a team of three people a defence and avionics
equipment and systems manufacturing firm to
become a dynamic leader of a consortium of
MSMEs spawning a huge private sector space
industry in the country and strategic partner
with some of the defence and aerospace majors
in the world. Excerpts from the interview:

Col. H S Shankar
Founder, Chairman &
Managing Director, ADTL

Let’s
begin
with
your
trailblazing navigation satellite
project with ISRO – how have you
broken the space barrier for the
Medium scale private industry?
What’s next in line with satellite
launches and integrated space
services?
Col. H S Shankar: ADTL has again
won additional major projects
from ISRO for making 9+6
Satellites (Medium & Large sized)
in next 3+2 years. In addition,
ADTL is planning to establish its
own AIT facilities for medium
and small sized satellites.
Another major development
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is establishment of more than
1,000 ground Satellite Receiving
Terminals in nine North Eastern
States and Andaman & Nicobar
in India and SAARC countries, etc.
Could you give us an overview
of your growth from a defence
and avionics equipment and
systems manufacturer to a
dynamic leader of a consortium
of MSMEs spawning a huge
private sector space industry in
the country and strategic partner
with some of the defence and
aerospace majors in the world.
What are the new international

breakthroughs?
It is our view that if all
MSMEs work on a Consortium
basis, sharing each other’s
capabilities and costs involved in
developing the equipment/trials,
evaluations, etc, it is possible
to meet the expectations of
Defence Forces in terms of
lower costs, shorter delivery
time and, of course, stringent
specifications/quality of the
products.
On the international scenario,
ADTL has, through its JVC with
ELBIT, Israel, is having confirmed
Export orders worth Rs.105.00
Cr (US$ 15.0 Mn). Also, initiatives
have been taken for export
of Thermal Imager based Fire
Control Systems (TIFCS) for Tanks

to South East Asian Countries.
Colonel, share with us some
insights from your personal
saga – winning Vishista Seva
Medal from President of India
for developing Night-Firing
capabilities to Tigercat Missiles
during 1971 Army Operations
with Pakistan and later being
the director for Research and
Development
with
Bharat
Electronics Limited inspiring
your vision and influencing your
philosophy in founding the new
manufacturing units and R and D
Centres…
The journey from the time
of joining Army as a 21-yearold young engineer during
1964 and after commissioning,
taking part in 1965 and 1971

for Mi-17V5 Helicopters during
2019-21.

Operations has been full of
interesting and professionally
satisfying experience. This Army
service was also recognized by
Government of India by way
of awarding the Vishista Seva
Medal. After 22 years in Army,
I joined BEL and rose to be the
Director R&D for seven years,
during which period, I was
fortunate to be associated with
production of first lot of 75,000
Electronic Voting Machines at
BEL. On retirement from BEL,
we started this Company, Alpha
Design
Technologies,
with
me as CMD, which has grown
from a team of three people
to a company of 1,116 people.
The biggest achievement at
ADTL has been to send our own
Satellite with guidance from
ISRO to outer space (IRNSS 1i
which joined the constellation
of 7 Satellites to provide Indian
GPS and Navigation data). So, as
for me, as an individual, having
been associated with EVM and
Satellite, my cup of joy is, indeed,
full!
What
are
the
new
developments on your joint
venture with Israel’s Elbit Security
Systems for manufacturing UAVs
and opto-electronics equipment?
What are the major critical
technologies being developed at
the R and D Centre of Excellence
in association with Elbit?
Two major UAV versions – Sky
Lark (Mini UAV), which is now
taking part in High Altitude Trials
in Ladakh, and Sky Striker, which
is a UAV having target destruction
capability, are the two important
projects in the JVC. In addition,
a newer version of Commander’s
Panoromic Sight (COAPS), new

Gunner’s TI Sight, etc., are of
international standards and
are being manufactured and
exported.
As more and more OEMs and
multinational ventures opt for
manufacturing bases and supply
chains in India, how does it reflect
on the growth of indigenization
and Make in India initiative –
especially from your perspective
on developing Indian and global
markets?
It only indicates the positivity
and effectiveness of Make-inIndia initiative of the Government
of India. Success achieved by
us and few more Companies in
MSME sector is being exploited
for exports from India, which is
very encouraging indeed.
You have indicated about
projects on Light Weight Laser
Target Designators and Missile
Launch Detection System. Could
you tell us more on your major
commitments with the Indian Air
Force?
Three years back, we had
supplied 60 Low Weight Laser
Target Designators (LWPLTD)
to IAF and they have been
functioning well. We also have
a Contract with the Ministry of
Defence for supply of 113 Nos
Laser Target Designators, to the
Army, which will be indigenously
manufactured and supplied
during 2019-20. Similarly, Missile
Launch
Detection
System
(MILDS) has been a success story.
More than 370 MILDS have been
indigenously made, supplied and
fitted on 69 Cheetah helicopters
for their protection from
shoulder fired missile. We are
now been tasked to do the same

How about your foray into the
Indian Navy?
We have made limited entry into
Navy by offering to them – along
with Adani Aerospace & Defence
Systems, an upgradation scheme
for Naval Utility Helicopters
(NUH). Our R&D has worked
with WESEE on developing Core
Module for Navy’s SDR. We have
also supplied to Navy, Night
Vision Binoculars, monoculars,
reflex Sights, etc. We are also
working on Indigenous IFF for
Navy and our 1 Kw HF Transmitter
has been trial evaluated by Navy
recently.
Your forte is the supplies to the
Army and Para Military Forces.
What are the most exciting
developments in that front, and
your collaboration with DRDO?
Exciting projects for the Army
include Thermal Imager based
Fire Control Systems for T-72 and
BMPs. For the IAF, in addition to
upgrading 90 Mi-17 Helicopters,
ADTL also is working together
with CABS, DRDO in developing
Mk XII Interrogator, Transponder
and Combined Interrogator
in Transponder (CIT) for Army,
Navy and IAF.
We worked
together with CAIR, DRDO, in codeveloping this.
Tell us more on the offsets and
direct exports. Which are the
most innovative avenues and
some of the most promising
prospects in niche and emerging
technologies for global markets?
We are one of the most
successful Offset Partners to
many OEMs based in Israel and
Russia. We also carry out direct
exports as full equipment/
systems and also sub-units.

our SEZ building.
Could you give us some
glimpses on the order book,
single most rewarding deals,
timeline for induction of your
iconic systems in our defence
forces?
We are fortunate in having a
confirmed Order Book (either,
confirmed Orders or have
become L1 during bid openings
at MoD) of Rs. 2,400.0 Cr for
next few years. These will be
introduced into Service during
2019–20 and beyond.
What international targets have
you set your sights on – for now
and the future ahead?
At present, our exports are
about 50% of total sales of the
Company. This healthy trend
(50% for Indian market and
50% for non-Domestic) will be
maintained and further improved
in years to come.

What are your new expansion
plans – new manufacturing
campuses in Karnataka and other
states?
We have got five acres of land
allocated to us in Aerospace
SEZ area (behind Bangalore
Airport). We are constructing
a new building with R&D and
manufacturing infrastructure and
we plan to focus all our exports –
both from ADTL and ELBIT from
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Rosoboronexport plans
high for Aero India

Alexander Mikheev
Director General
Rosoboronexport

R

osoboronexport,
will
showcase
the
best
products
from
the
Russian
defense
industry
at the Aero India 2019.
Rosoboronexport
is
the
organiser of the joint Russian
display at the exhibition located
in Pavilion C and encompassing
products from 11 domestic
defense enterprises and holding
companies. In total, the company
is exhibiting more than 200
pieces of defense hardware at its
stand (C 3.4).
“Russia
is
implementing
major and ambitious hightech manufacturing projects
with India, which are regularly
discussed by the Heads of both
States at summit meetings. Our
cooperation is fully in line with
the Government of India’s Make
in India policy. In fact, Russia
was the first country to support
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the program. More than two
hundred Su-30MKI aircraft have
already been assembled in India
in cooperation with the HAL
Corporation under a contract

with Rosoboronexport. We’ll
soon start manufacturing Ka226T helicopters in India at IndoRussian Helicopters Limited,
a Russian-Indian joint venture
established in 2017. We are also
actively cooperating on products
for other services of armed
forces. I am sure Aero India
2019 will open up new horizons
for cooperation with Indian
partners,” said Rosoboronexport
Director General Alexander
Mikheev.
Of the products displayed
at Aero India, the newest
Russian aircraft like the MiG35 multifunctional front-line
fighter, the Su-35 multi-role
super-maneuverable fighter, the
Il-78MK-90A tanker, the Il-76MD90A(E) military transport aircraft,

as well as the Yak-130 trainer
(combat trainer) are of particular
interest throughout the world
and in the Asia-Pacific region.
Air defence assets like the
Pantsir-S1
self-propelled
anti-aircraft gun and missile
(SPAAGM) system, the Tor-M2E
and Buk-M2E SAM systems and
Igla-S MANPADS should be of
equally great interest to foreign
customers during the exhibition.
In addition, it is expected that
representatives of the security
agencies of the Asia-Pacific
countries will draw special
attention to counter-terrorism
solutions, security systems for
high-value installations and
airfields, as well as Russian-made
EW assets and counter-UAV
systems.

A joint venture of NYCO, France, Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.,
and Balmer Lawrie & Co. Ltd.
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India a buoyant market
for AMA’s operations
The figures for the size of the aerospace market
in India make impressive reading and illustrate
just how buoyant the market is in the country.
With growth in the Indian aerospace industry
estimated to be twice that of the country’s GDP,
the importance of it to the economy is clear. The
new facility near Chennai has been introduced to
provide a dedicated service to meet the needs
of this growing market. “We are also always
looking for investment opportunities as AMA
that can provide the means to better service
our customers. The most recent example is the
opening of the new 8,000 square foot warehouse
in India,” said Chris Norch, President of AMA.
In an interview with Aeromag, he talks about
AMA’s expanding operations in South Asia.

Chris Norch,
President, AMA
Aero Metals Alliance has
been one of the leading metal
suppliers in the global market.
Could you shed some light onto
the major achievements recently?
The first thing to say is that we
intend to maintain and develop
that position as an organisation
which collectively represents
the leading metals suppliers to
the aerospace industry. To do
that we are constantly looking
at ways to move forward, with
investments in our capabilities
and, importantly, supporting
investments made by the five
member companies that make up
AMA. Those companies have the
expertise and knowledge in the
specific markets and geographic
areas that they serve so are often
in the best position to identify
the most relevant investment
opportunities with the greatest
potential. As AMA we can then
support
such
investments
financially.
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We are also always looking for
investment opportunities as
AMA that can provide the means
to better service our customers.
The most recent example is the
opening of the new 8,000 square
foot warehouse in India.
How do you look at the
flourishing
aerospace
and
aviation sector in South Asia and
Middle East Asia? What are AMA’S
operations in the region?
The figures for the size of the
aerospace market in India make
impressive reading and illustrate
just how buoyant the market is
in the country. With growth in
the Indian aerospace industry
estimated to be twice that of the
country’s GDP, the importance
of it to the economy is clear. The
new facility near Chennai has
been introduced to provide a
dedicated service to meet the
needs of this growing market.
In addition, AMA has a

dedicated facility to serve the
aerospace and defence markets
in China. This is strategically
located in Dalian City, a major
city and seaport in the south
of Liaoning Province and the
logistics centre for Northeast
Asia.
Could you give us the range
of products AMA offers to the
global aerospace and defence
market? Who all are the major
clients?
The range of quality approved
aerospace and high performance
products offered by AMA is
extensive, including aluminium
alloys; aluminium plate, sheet,
bar and tube; carbon and alloy
steels; copper alloys; copper,
brass and bronze; phosphor
bronze; plastics; nickel alloys;
stainless steel; steel alloys;
steel plate, sheet, bar and tube;
titanium alloys; titanium plate,
sheet bar and tube. In addition,

we can supply specialist metals
such as the Cronidur and 13-8
Supertough alloys.
We supply all of the major
OEMs and sub-contractors in
the aerospace industry. Aircraft
manufacturers and components
suppliers in which AMA metals
feature include Airbus, Boeing,
Lockheed Martin and Rolls Royce.
Could you elaborate on the
partners of AMA and their
operations? Could you talk about
the de-centralised organisational
structure of AMA?
The five member companies
of AMA are Gould Alloys,
Progressive
Alloy
Steels
Unlimited
(PASU),
Service
Centres Aero (SCA), Sunshine
Metals and Wilsons Metals. Each
has its own offering in terms of
products and services which
demonstrates the benefits of the
partnering approach that AMA
offers. If a particular metal or a

given process is not available
at one company, then they
can draw on the resources of
another. This also includes the
pooled resources in terms of a
knowledgebase so the collective
expertise offered by AMA to the
market is considerable.
While AMA offers a structure,
it is one which is specifically
designed
to
prevent
the
inflexibility which often arises
with a more corporate-centric
approach. The decentralised,
partnership structure enables
each partner company to be
responsible for its own daily
operations,
with
decisions
taken locally. This empowers
the partners to use their own
experience they have developed
over many years operating in a
given market, while having the
collective route to market of AMA
in offering a bespoke service
solution.
What are the latest updates on
AMA’s facility in India which has
been catering to the needs of
aerospace and defence sector?
The facility is now fully
operational
serving
AMA’s
Indian customer base locally, as
well as supporting customers
in whichever economic zone
they operate, taking advantage
of its location in a ‘Free Trade
Warehousing Zone’ (FTWZ).
AMA is known for its proactive
and genuine cost reduction
solutions that can enhance
profitability for the customers.
Could you shed more light onto
this?

An area in which we can
offer significant potential for
cost reductions is in the metal
processing capabilities available
from AMA. Such capabilities are

extensive, from cutting to forging
and just about every process in
between. With the increasing
focus on buy-to-fly ratios and
near net shape processing,
we are seeing an ever-greater
demand for this. By outsourcing
processing to AMA, customers
can free up their own machine
time and devote it to their
more profitable core business
activities.
The collective strength that we
have at AMA also allows us to
reduce cost. We appreciate the
importance of treating suppliers
fairly but our buying power
reduces waste and therefore cost
in many areas, while importantly
maintaining the high standards
and the quality of service and
products so important to an
effective aerospace industry
supply chain.
Cost savings are further
achieved through many of

the
strategic
procurement
procedures we have in place.
These
include
information
sharing and simplified processes
(such as common terms &
conditions, direct invoicing, a
single price list and improved
handling
of
procurement
processes).
AMA operates from thirteen
service centres in six countries,
providing customers with a local
response while utilising its global
footprint. What are the plans to
expand this network?
We are committed to ensuring
that we do have the capacity to
ensure that not only do we offer
the global capability that the
aerospace industry requires from
its supply chain, but that this is
backed by service at a local level.
The investment made in the
new Indian facility is the most
recent illustration of this but
we are always looking out for
new investment opportunities,
including
those
presented
by emerging markets. The
investment platform that AMA
provides allows our partner
companies to identify potential
in their own markets in the
knowledge that the funds are
available to secure them. All
of our partners are regularly
updating and extending their
processing capabilities through
purchasing new and innovative
equipment.
Could you share with us your
vision and priorities for AMA in
the years ahead? What are the
goals to be achieved next year?

One priority is always to be
responsive to any changes in
the aerospace industry and to
ensure that our offering remains
relevant. That goes for the metals
that we supply, as well as our
processing capabilities and our
services. We have never looked
to supply a simple ‘out-of-thebox’ solution but rather one in
which we listen to customers’
specific requirements to develop
bespoke solutions accordingly.
This will not change.
We constantly monitor and
evaluate industry trends. A good
example is the introduction of
composites and additive layer
manufacturing in the aerospace
industry. While at the moment,
given the current level of take-up,
we do not see a business case for
diversifying AMA’s offering, we
have the investment resources to
do so if it reaches a critical point.
In terms of specific goals for
the coming year, we are looking
to further expand our European
network by opening new
facilities in Poland and Spain,
as well as extending our facility
in Fellbach, Germany to allow
us to offer more value-added
processing.
Could you talk about AMA’s
participation in this year’s Aero
India? How do you look at Aero
India 2019 as a platform to
promote Indian aero sector?
Aero India is an important
event in AMA’s calendar, along
with the Farnborough and Paris
Air Shows. Given its location,
the new warehouse operating in
India will naturally be a focus but,
as a truly international event, we
will also be discussing our global
capabilities.
The opening up of defence
production to the private sector
offers interesting possibilities
and with India increasingly being
recognised as a hub for defence
businesses in Asia, we see the
2019 show as an important
platform for us.
We look forward to welcoming
visitors to our stand (Stand
AB2.12) to discuss how we can
assist with specific projects
or just to provide a better
understanding of what AMA has
to offer to the aerospace industry.
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IRKUT Launches
Manufacturing of MC 21

Konstantin Popovich, the chief
designer of the aircraft and
vice-president of the IRKUT
Corporation for the development
of aviation systems, said that
tests of MC-21 Airliner, the
new medium-haul passenger
aircraft, confirm the validity
of key design and production
solutions. The development of
the MC-21 aircraft is the Russia’s
main national program in civil
aviation. The main trump cards
of new aircraft are economic
efficiency and comfort. Although
the certification is planned to
be completed in more than a
year from now, the positive
test results have allowed
starting the manufacturing of
components of the first series
aircraft intended for delivery
to customers. According to
the existing contracts, in 2020
IRKUT Corporation has to start
deliveries of the MC-21-300
airliners to Aeroflot airline.
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Radhakrishnan

T

he certification tests
of MC-21 Airliner,
manufactured
by
Irkut Corporation as Russia’s
answer to Airbus and Boeing,
is progressing with good
results. Konstantin Popovich,
the chief designer of the
aircraft and vice-president
of the IRKUT Corporation for
the development of aviation
systems, said that tests of
MC-21, the new medium-haul
passenger aircraft, confirm
the validity of key design and
production solutions.
Nowadays, two planes are
being involved under the MC21-300 certification testing
program. In December 2018,
the construction of a third
a/c was completed, which
will soon join the flights. In
total, four MC-21-300 aircraft
will be involved in the flight
test program. Two more
aircraft were manufactured
for ground testing. Since
2017, the first of them has
successfully passed static
strength tests at the Central
Aerohydrodynamic Institute.
According to their results, the
main restrictions, imposed on

the aircraft at the initial stage
of flight tests, are consistently
removed. At the same time,
another MC-21-300 aircraft
is being assembled, which
will be involved in long-term
resource testing.
Although the certification
is planned to be completed
in more than a year from
now, the positive test results
have
allowed
starting
the
manufacturing
of
components of the first series
aircraft intended for delivery
to customers. According to
the existing contracts, in 2020
IRKUT Corporation has to start
deliveries of the MC-21-300
airliners to Aeroflot airline.
This leading Russian air carrier
plans to receive by 2026 50
MC-21-300 aircraft, which are
fitted with 16 business class
seats and 153 economy class
seats.
As stated by representatives
of IRKUT Corp., the existing
portfolio of partially paid
orders for 175 aircraft provides
necessary capacity utilization
for the near term. Considering
the plans for increasing orders,
IRKUT Corporation has begun

to increase the production
capacity of the assembly plant
in Irkutsk. By the mid-2020s, it
should have a production of
72 aircraft of the MC-21 family
annually. The deployment
of additional capacity is
facilitated by the fact that
all prototypes are built on
serial
technologies
that
have already demonstrated
efficiency and effectiveness.
The development of the
MC-21 aircraft is the Russia’s
main
national
program
in civil aviation. The main
trump cards of new aircraft
are economic efficiency and
comfort. Its higher economic
efficiency is based on two
main
factors:
improved
aerodynamics
and
new
engines. Compared with
existing mid-haul airliners,
the aerodynamic quality of
the MC-21 will be increased
by 5-6%, which will provide
about the same reduction in
fuel consumption.
The key solution in the field
of aerodynamics is a unique
wing of high elongation. It
is impossible to construct a
metal wing with the same

MC-21-300 airliner in assembling workshop
characteristics. Therefore, for the
first time in world practice, a wing
made of composite materials was
developed for an aircraft of this
class.
Engines do make a significant
contribution to the economic

efficiency. MC-21-300 is being
tested with PW1431G-JM, the
latest Pratt & Whitney gear
motors. Serial aircraft, at the
option of the customer, can also
be equipped with PD-14engines.
Their certification in Russia was

completed in autumn 2018. The
first test results demonstrate that
the developers of the MC-21 will
be able to reduce operating costs
by 5-7% compared with new
versions of other narrow-bodied
aircraft.

Another significant difference
between the MC-21 and its
competitors is a higher level of
comfort for passengers. First of
all, it is provided by an increased
diameter of the MC-21 fuselage
(plus 30 cm in comparison with
Boeing 737). The MC-21 designers
predict that the factor of comfort
will become more important for
both passengers and airlines.
This is indicated by the increasing
use of single-pass airplanes on
long-haul, including trans-ocean
routes. It is clearly understood
in Russia, that a major challenge
for the MC-21 program will be the
setting-up of an effective sales
support system and after-sales
service.
Both Russian aviation industries
and the Russian government
invest currently in this topic. It
was decided that the after-sales
support system would cover all
Russian passenger aircraft of the
new generation: “Sukhoi Superjet
100”, MC-21 and Il-114-300
regional turboprop aircraft.

LUH Clears 6 KMs Altitude Flight,
Looks for High-altitude Cold Weather Trials

T

he indigenously
developed Light Utility
Helicopter (LUH) of
HAL has achieved a major
milestone of flying at 6 km
altitude in Bengaluru, recently.
The chopper was flown by Chief
Test Pilot Wg. Cdr. (Retd) Unni
K Pillai and Test Pilot, Wing

Cdr (Retd) Anil Bhambhani.
The flight was carried out
under the envelope expansion
tests and flying at 6 km altitude
is a critical requirement
towards the certification of
LUH. The helicopter exhibited
satisfactory performance and
handling qualities. With the

completion of this milestone,
LUH can now undertake high
altitude cold weather trials
planned in January 2019.
The LUH is a 3-ton class new
generation helicopter designed
and developed by Rotary Wing
Research and Design Center
(RWR&DC) of HAL to replace

the ageing Cheetah and Chetak
helicopters used by Indian
Armed Forces. First flight of LUH
PT-1 was carried on September 6,
2016 and the second Prototype
flew on May 22, 2017. HAL
has in principal order for 187
LUH that includes 126 for
Indian Army and 61 for IAF.
The LUH is being indigenously
developed by HAL to meet
the requirements of both
military and civil operators.
The helicopter with Glass
Cockpit can be deployed for
Reconnaissance, Surveillance
roles and as a light transport
helicopter. The helicopter will
be capable of flying at 220
Kmph, with a service ceiling of
6.5 Km and a range of 350 Km
with 400 kg payload. The LUH
is powered by TM/HAL Ardiden
1U/Shakti 1U single turbo shaft
engine with enough power
margins to cater to demanding
high altitude missions.
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Brand-new aircraft engine
PD-14 is certified in Russia

T

he
United
Engine
Corporation
(UEC)
under the Rostec State
Corporation has been awarded
the Type Certificate of the Russian
Federal Air Transport Agency
for a new generation turbofan
engine PD-14 developed for civil
aviation. The engine was created
by UEC for the Russian airliner
MC-21.
The
PD-14
engine
was
developed
in
a
broad
cooperation of UEC enterprises
for the narrow-body mediumhaul MC-21-300 aircraft using
the latest technologies and
materials, including composite

ones. This is the first turbofan
engine entirely developed in
Russia for civil aviation since the
1980s and also the first domestic
engine originally developed in
accordance with international
norms and requirements.
“This project, undoubtedly
unique in its complexity and
perspectives, opens a new
chapter in the history of
Russian design. PD-14 is more
environmentally friendly than its
foreign counterparts. The engine
parameters ensure a reduction
in specific fuel consumption in
cruise mode by 10-15 per cent,”
said Denis Manturov, Minister

of Industry and Trade of Russian
Federation.
“Obtaining a Type Certificate

for PD-14 engine is a major
milestone for the Russian aero
engine sector and related
industries,”
said
Alexander
Artyukhov, General Director of
United Engine Corporation.
PD-14 is a turbofan engine of
proven modern design, with
a compact two-shaft scheme,
a direct fan drive with hollow
blades, an optimum bypass
ratio, an efficient gas generator
and a digital control system with
full responsibility (of the FADEC
type). All this allows the engine to
achieve high efficiency and helps
reduce costs.
The modular design of the
engine in conjunction with the
digital ACS, the built-in diagnostic
system and the organization of
the PPO system ensure seamless
engine operation. During the
implementation of the PD14 engine program, 16 new
technologies were developed as
well as made functional, which
helped achieve high engine
parameters.
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AEPL Aims to Play a Centre
Role in Defence Corridor
“AEPL aims to increase our international
presence by more than 40% of our total
business. In future we wanted to focus more
on integration of aerospace sub-assemblies like
fuel pumps, Rubber Fuel Tanks, Structural subassemblies, MRO of LRUs, etc. Having our plants
both in Salem and Hosur, which are very well
connected with major cities, we aim to be an
epicentre for aerospace business development
in Tamil Nadu as well as in South India,” said R
Sundaram, CEO, Aerospace Engineers Pvt. Ltd.
Aerospace Engineers specialises
in various areas such as Precision
machining and manufacturing
of
Rubber
Components,
Composites, Electro Mechanical
LRU’s, Missiles sub-assemblies,
etc. to list a few. Where does the
company stand in the global
market and what are the major
achievements over these years?
At present we have significant
presence in MSME segment
as one of the best performing
companies. In line with this
we have received 11 National
Awards
including
Defence
technology absorption award,
Best Innovation National Award
both the awards received from
Prime Minister. Apart from these
awards AEPL bagged Best Quality
product award, excellence in
Defence indigenisation award
etc. as recognition of our tireless
team effort. We are focused to
grow in multiple folds. Already
we have an investment plan of
$15M in our Salem and Hosur
plants and the fact that both the
regions are identified for Indian
Defence Corridor project will be
an added benefit.
AEPL has been associating with
several DPSUs for several years.
Could you shed some light onto
these collaborations and the
types of products you supply?
New Product Development,
Integration and assembly befit
with AEPL, as we have the
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capabilities of manufacturing
precision metallic and nonmetallic (rubber and composites)
under one roof. Keeping
our vision of innovation and
professional approach in the
manufacture of aero products,
we always wanted to be in
learning curve. In reducing the
cost of aerospace products,
indigenisation plays a big role.
For many of our customers
(DPSUs), we are helping them in
indigenising the manufacturing.
Government is also giving a lot
of thrust on indigenisation which
creates greater opportunity for
us to work with DPSUs. In this way
we have developed some of the
products like Hydraulic Hoses,
Canopy Seal, Fuel hoses, Oxygen
hoses, oil seal rings, Lubrication
oil pump for helicopter, etc., for
DPSUs.
What are the prospects for
AEPL in the proposed Defence
Corridor in Tamil Nadu?
The defence corridor will
open an array of opportunities
for us. AEPL wants to be an
offset partner for both defence
and
commercial
products
manufacture. Our operations
have been well-established
in Salem and one more unit is
coming up in Hosur (fortunately
both the locations are coming
under Defense Corridor program
in Tamil Nadu). AEPL has been
certified with AS9100D. Some

of the special processes like
surface treatment of SS, titanium,
aluminum were approved by
ISRO and CEMILAC. We are in
the process of getting DGCA
approval for our aerospace
products. So we hope to take
maximum advantage of the
defence corridor project.

Salem and Hosur which are very
well connected with major cities,
we want to be an epicenter for
aerospace business development
in Tamil Nadu as well as in South
India. We have an ambition of
integrating small aircrafts which
can be used for air-taxi in near
future.

Could you share with us your
priorities for AEPL in the years
ahead? What are the major
objectives to be achieved?
At present AEPL is a leader in
the manufacture of precision
metallic and non-metallic parts
and sub-assemblies of few
LRUs. 20 % of our products
are getting exported to clients
like Continental Motors, Strata,
UTC, etc. We aim to increase our
international presence by more
than 40% of our total business.
In future we wanted to focus
more on integration of aerospace
sub-assemblies like fuel pumps,
Rubber Fuel Tanks, Structural
sub-assemblies, MRO of LRUs,
etc. Having our plants both in

How do you look at Aero
India as platform to seek new
business partners to expand your
business?
We are fully confident that
the opportunity in aerospace
sector is enormous. The basic
things required to get into
these opportunities is the basic
infrastructure and the systems.
Having established a good
manufacturing facility, we are
fully confident that Aero India
is a mine of opportunity for us.
Also, it is a fact that aerospace
potential in India is huge and to
grab this we hope we can find
lot of new business partners
through Aero India.
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Bavaria: German
Heartland of Innovation
Discover the powerhouse of
Germany as a perfect platform
for developing future markets

B

avaria is Germany’s largest federal
state and the 7th largest economy
in the European Union. Bavaria’s
gross domestic product of EUR 594 billion
(2017) puts it ahead of 22 of the 28 EU
member states. Among the globallyrecognized firms that call Bavaria home
are Adidas, Allianz, Audi, BMW, Infineon
and Siemens, all of which are engines of
innovation alongside a plethora of major
multinationals and “hidden champions”
spanning industry and technology.
Bavaria is a place where international
companies converge and meet to shape
the sustainable energy and mobility future,
where factories are smart and technology
driven, innovative, new and profitable
value propositions are being created. In
addition to that, there is a huge network
of small and medium-sized industrial,
trade and service companies throughout
Bavaria – thus providing investors with a
broad spectrum of innovative suppliers,
customers and potential partners. Bavaria
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is also the cultural and natural pearl of
Central Europe. World famous attractions
and culinary specialities make the
federal state a popular place to live in.
Bavaria – Germany’s Strong
Industrial Location
In both Europe and Germany, Bavaria
takes a top-ranking position in numerous
future fields for high technology. An
outstandingly constructed transportation,
telecommunication and energy infrastructure
provides for an optimal supply of necessary
goods and services, linkage to the global
market and direct access to nearly half a
billion consumers, an ideal business location.
As Germany‘s innovation heartland
and Europe‘s top ICT location, Bavaria is
a driver of innovation in digitalization.
With over 1/4 of Bavaria‘s total GDP being
generated by manufacturing, this industrial
base offers great opportunities for digital
solutions. “Digital entrepreneurs“will
find a strong market here.
The pool of highly qualified specialists,
a state-wide network of researching
and educating universities as well as the
consequent support of research and
innovation result in both a concentration

and combination of future technologies
to an extent unique throughout Europe.
Locations in Bavaria
Apart from the Capital City Munich,
Nuremberg, Augsburg, Regensburg
and Wuerzburg are the other major
cities in Bavaria. Nuremberg offers
some special incentives for investors
and that may vary from individuals as
per their business plans and also special
incentives for start-ups as well.
For all the above, you may contact
our India Office which will provide
you all the information, support
and guidance free of charge.
India and Bavaria
Around 100 Indian companies have their
offices in various cities of Bavaria for easy
access to the entire German and European
Region. India has also steadily gained its
importance as a potential market for Bavarian

exports. Bavaria is also home to a strong
Indian community with more than 12,000
Indians living in Bavaria and more than
70 Indian Restaurants in Munich alone.
Some of the renowned Indian
companies that have their presence
in Bavaria included: Infosys, Wipro,
SamvardhanaMothersonGroup, Hero
MotoCorp, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd., TCS,
HCL, L&T InfoTech, Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories,
QuEST Global, Aurobindo Pharma Ltd.,
Graphite India Ltd, Torrent Pharma, Sona
Group and a host of other Indian SMEs.
At present, around 350 Bavarian companies
have their business ventures in India in

different fields. Some of the big names
include, Siemens, BMW, Audi, MAN, Adidas,
Allianz AG, Munich Re, EADS, Infineon,
Wacker Chemie, Osram, Linde to name a few.
State of Bavaria India
Office - Invest in Bavaria
We from Invest in Bavaria are the special
division within the Department of the
Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Regional Development and Energy. Invest in
Bavaria has a network of 25 representative
offices across the globe. The State of
Bavaria India Office, “Invest in Bavaria” was
established in Bangalore in the year 2001.

This business promotion agency is the
central, single-stop point of contact within
the Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs
for all companies interested in setting up
and expanding business units in Bavaria by
providing information, location analysis,
data support and a professional network
in the business and government area.

Contact details:

John Kottayil,
Executive Director
State of Bavaria India Office
Invest in Bavaria
Prestige Meridian 2, 12th Floor,
Unit 1201, 30 MG Road,
Bangalore – 560001
Tel.: +91-80-40965025 / 26
Fax:+91-80-40965027
Email: john.kottayil@invest-in-bavaria.in
Web: www.invest-in-bavaria.com
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BEL to showcase wide-ranging
capabilities at Aero India

N

avratna Defence PSU
Bharat
Electronics
Limited
will
be
showcasing its wide range of
capabilities at its indoor stall at
Hall E and outdoor display near
Hall E in Asia’s premier, biennial
air show and aviation exhibition,
Aero India.
BEL will showcase at the
exhibition
state-of-the-art
products and systems spanning
every domain of its business –
Military Communication, Radar
Systems, Missile Systems, Naval
Systems, C4I Systems, Electronic
Warfare Systems, Avionics, AntiSubmarine Warfare Systems,
Tank Electronics, Electro Optics,
Gun/Weapon System Upgrades
Shelters, Unmanned Systems,
Homeland Security, Life Support
Systems (Atmospheric Water
Generator),
Cyber
Security
and
professional
electronic
components. BEL will also
showcase its R&D capabilities
by
launching/demonstrating
some of its new products /
technologies.
BEL’s display in the area of Radar
will include products/models/
panels of Active Electronically
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Scanned Array Radar, Quick
Reaction Surface-to-Air Missile
Radar and other state-of-the-art
radars for automatic detection
of first-round location of artillery
weapons (Weapon Locating
Radar), border surveillance and
detection of low flying targets
(BFSR-XR and Aslesha).
BEL’s display in the area of
Military Communication will
include products for Data and
Voice communication between
systems, Missile Data Link Unit
to provide reliable uplink and
downlink data from ground
station to missile, High Capacity
Radio Relay, Software Defined
Radio – Airborne, Data Diode
used to create a physically
secure one-way communication
channel from one network
to another, Secured Tactical
Computer, Rugged Panel-PC,
Data Link Radio Frequency Unit
for exchanging information
at a much higher data rate
and indigenised Ku Band
Satcom for wideband Satellite
Communications from vehicles in
motion over rugged terrain.
Electronic
Warfare
and
avionic products on display

will include Head Up Display
for Light Combat Aircraft (LCA),
Identification Friend or Foe for
aircraft and helicopters, Drone
Interception & Countermeasure
System, Satellite–AIT, EW Suite
for fighter aircraft, Self-Protection
Suite for helicopters, Data Link
for onboard communication on
aircraft, VSAT Monitoring System,
Aerostat: Aerostat Balloon and
Ground Control Station, LRUs
for UAV, various avionic and
flight control systems for LCA
and Directed Infrared Counter
Measure to intercept and counter
threats.
Network Centric solutions on
display will include C4I systems
for the Army, Navy and Air Force,
Compact Sensor Integration
System to enable Command
Centre to integrate with variety
of sensors and weapon systems,
Scrambler Unit, Radio Interface
Unit, Integrated VoIP System
Suite for seamless voice and
video connectivity for groundto-ground and ground-to-air
communication, Image Analytic
Engine, Integrated Data Centre,
Air Traffic Management and
mobile application for secure
communication.
Also on display will be the
complete range of Electro
Optics, including EO solutions
and Laser Range Finders such
as Electro Optics for Coastal
Surveillance, Pan & Tilt – Electro
Optical Director for long range
surveillance applications like
coastal surveillance, border
surveillance etc, Multipurpose
Reflex Weapon Sight, LRF Eye
Safe-10 PPM, Hand Held Laser
Range Finder and LRF Module.
BEL will showcase its Naval
Systems
capability
through
Coastal Situational Awareness
Radar, Diver Detection Sonar
and Low Frequency Dunking
Sonar. Components/Technology
modules on display will include
ZnS Dome for missiles, TR
modules for Radar application,
Batteries, Electronic Fuses for

Artillery, etc.
Other innovative solutions
on display will be Data Radio
for Distributed Power Wireless
Control System, Real-Time Train
Information System, Air Borne
Server, Record Replay Operator
System, Image Analytic Engine,
Linear
Variable
Differential
Transducer,
Comprehensive
Integrated Border Management
System, Smart City solutions,
Atmospheric
Water
Generator(AWG),
Mine Field
Recording System, Chemical
Agent Monitor, etc.
The L70 Upgraded Gun model
will also be showcased at the
exhibition.
The highlight of BEL’s outdoor
display will be the Comprehensive
Integrated Border Management
System, X Band Active Phase
Array Radar, Advance Landing
Ground
Communication
Terminal, Gun Shot Detection
System, enclosures made from
Composite, Atmospheric Water
Generator (AWG),
Compact
Multipurpose Advance Stabilised
System for day and night
surveillance, reconnaissance and
target tracking application.
The entire set of state-of-art
equipment on offer will be a force
multiplier for any Defence force
and will make their “Observe
Orient Decide Act” (OODA) cycle
seamless and efficient.

Liebherr Starts Serial Production
of 3D Printed Components
has since been printing class
2 and 3 titanium serial parts,
delivering them under EASA
Form 1.

liebherr-aerospace-sensor-bracket-nose-landing-gear. Sensor bracket for a nose landing gear developed by
Liebherr

Liebherr-Aerospace
has begun printing
3D components for
Airbus. Following
approval from the
European aircraft
manufacturer, first
equipment fit for
flight that Liebherr
will be supplying
will be nose landing
gear brackets for the
Airbus A350 XWB.

L

iebherr has collaborated
intensively with Airbus
over the past few years
and development of additive
manufacturing is advancing at a
fast pace. These brackets will be
the first ever introduced Airbus
systems parts to be qualified for
printed titanium.
“This milestone shows that
we are a recognized pioneer
and trusted partner in the
aerospace world,” said Josef
Gropper, Managing Director
and COO of Liebherr-Aerospace
& Transportation SAS. “We are

planning to produce more
complex components in the
future in order to fully utilize
the
potential
of
additive
manufacturing.”
In the fall of 2017, LiebherrAerospace
Lindenberg
GmbH, Liebherr’s centre of
excellence for flight control
systems, landing gears, gears
and gearboxes, reached a key
milestone: authorization by the
German Federal Aviation Office
(Luftfahrtbundesamt, LBA) to
produce components using
additive manufacturing. Liebherr

Liebherr- leading
supplier of systems for
the aviation industry
Liebherr-Aerospace
&
Transportation SAS, Toulouse
(France), is one of eleven
divisional control companies
within the Liebherr Group and
coordinates all activities in the
aerospace and transportation
systems sectors.
Liebherr-Aerospace is a leading
supplier of systems for the
aviation industry and has more
than five decades of experience
in this field. The range of aviation
equipment produced by Liebherr
for the civil and military sectors
includes flight control and
actuation systems, landing gear
and air management systems,
as well as gears, gearboxes and
electronics. These systems are
deployed in wide-bodied aircraft,
single aisle and regional aircraft,
business jets, combat aircraft,
military transporters, military
training aircraft, civil helicopters
and combat helicopters.
Liebherr’s
aerospace
and
transportation systems division
employs around 5,400 people.
It has four aviation equipment
production plants at Lindenberg
(Germany), Toulouse (France),
Guaratinguetá
(Brazil)
and
Nizhny
Novgorod
(Russia).
These production sites offer a
worldwide service with additional
customer service centers in
Saline (Michigan/USA), Seattle
(Washington/USA),
Montréal
(Canada), Sao José dos Campos
(Brazil), Hamburg (Germany),
Moscow (Russia), Dubai (UAE),
Bangalore (India), Singapore and
Shanghai (People’s Republic of
China).

Looking into the production chamber of the 3D printer
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VSMPO-AVISMA – Global Leader
of Titanium Products

V

SMPO-AVISMA
Corporation
is
the
world’s
largest
manufacturer of titanium, its
alloys and titanium products the
principal consumer of which is
the aerospace industry including
aircraft construction, engine
building and rocket production.
Approximately 70% of all VSMPO
products are manufactured for
aerospace industry. VSMPOAVISMA Corporation’s partners
are the world’s leading aircraft
and engine building companies:
Boeing,
Airbus,
EMBRAER,
Bombardier,
COMAC,
RollsRoyce, GE, P&W, Honeywell,
Safran Aircraft Engines, Safran
Aero Boosters, Safran Landing
Systems, UTC Aerospace Systems,
etc. and Russian aerospace
enterprises and companies.
VSMPO-AVISMA Corporation has
the long-term agreements on the
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different titanium alloy product
supply with most of the partners.
The Corporation pays the main
attention to the development of
the high value added titanium
alloy product manufacturing:
rough
machined
complexshaped Landing Gear forgings
and structural forgings, thin
sheets, creep-annealed plates
and seamless tubes. Now
VSMPO-AVISMA
Corporation
supplies about 2000 forging part
numbers to international and
internal markets. This quantity is
growing and it makes titanium
more important for the aircraft
industry.
The
strict
requirements
are imposed to the quality
characteristics of aircraft and
engine articles because the flight
safety and the life cycle of aircraft
assemblies and components
directly depend on it. VSMPO-

AVISMA Corporation’s Quality
Management
System
was
recognized by the world’s main
aircraft and engine building
companies and confirmed by
300 international certificates of
Quality Management System.
The Corporation is one of three
Russian companies accredited by
Nadcap in aerospace industry.
In September, 2018, VSMPO-

AVISMA Corporation and Boeing
opened a new plant for titanium
part production for American
aircrafts. “Our cooperation with
Boeing goes back to the quarter
of the century. The first site of
our joint venture has already
been successfully working and
today we are opening the second
site, and it is the successive
step to expand our partnership
and production levels, develop
technologies
and
generally
straighten our cooperation”,
– Mikhail V. Voevodin, CEO of
VSMPO-AVISMA Corporation.
In January, 2019, Airbus
suppliers
conducted
the
conference as a part of SQIP
(Supplier Quality Improvement
Program) in Toulouse (France) on
which our Corporation received
the award of the Best Performer
following the work results during
2018. It is the first time when the
Russian company receives such
prestigious award.

JAYASURIYA AERO: Supplying
Crucial Parts to Aerospace Industries
Indian aerospace sector is witnessing a lot
of action these days. Many industrialists have
realized the potential of growth in the area
and launched projects to supply state-of-theart products. Tamil Nadu-based JAYASURIYA
AERO Pvt. Ltd. is one among these firms. The
company Founder & Managing Director Mr. S.
Kalai Arasu reveals more about its functioning.
Could you briefly describe the
product portfolio of Jayasuriya
Aero Pvt. Ltd.?
We manufacture and supply
Machined & Sheet Metal Parts,
Expendables and Airworthy
Standard Parts & Fasteners of
various International standards
to support many Aviation,
Space and Defence industries
in India. Our company has
indigenized over 150 series of
parts which cover more than
15,000 individual parts numbers
and has obtained approvals
from CEMILAC, DRDO to use on
various airborne platforms.
The company has earned
many accreditations. Tell us
about them. The manufacturing
unit of JAYASURIYA AERO is
based at Vengadmangalam,
Ponmar in Chennai. Ours is
an AS9100D Certified & NABL
Accredited
company
which
is one of the leaders in the
design & development of
airworthy products in India. Our
company is also certified by
CEMILAC, DRDO for Design and
Development of Standard Parts,
LRUs and Machined components
for aerospace applications.
Who are the major clients of
JAYASURIYA AERO?
HAL, ISRO, IAF, Aeronautical
Development Agency, various
DRDO labs like RCI, DRDL, SPIC
etc., BrahMos, CSIR- India, Bharat
Electronics, Bharat Dynamics Ltd.,
Indian Navy, BHEL, L&T Defence
and Aerospace and many others
have been sourcing various
critical parts and components
from us.

Could you mention some of
the major awards won by the
company?
Dr A S Kiran Kumar, the then
Chairman of ISRO, and Secretary,
Department of Space, presented
the ‘Award for Excellence in
Indigenisation of Aerospace
Standard Parts’ during the SIATI
silver jubilee celebrations in
December, 2016.
Tell us how the company turned
to manufacturing parts for the
aerospace industry.
We have recently inaugurated
our UNIT- II for our manufacturing
activities in Chennai. But our
company started its operations
back in 2002, in a tiny garage-like
place with a single equipment.
It was earlier known as Shri
Jayasuriya Enterprise. Initially, the
firm manufactured automobile
parts and after a few years,
an
opportunity
presented
itself before us to produce for
aerospace
parts.
Gradually,
JAYASURIYA started specializing
in various critical and non-critical
components, speciality standard
parts and airworthy fasteners for
the Indian aviation industries and
defence forces. This has also led
us to develop some indigenous
parts for locking systems for
Helicopters
cowlings
and
Aircrafts panels like hook latches,
trigger locks, spring hinges and
LRUs.

Mr. S. Kalai Arasu
Founder & Managing Director
Could you please briefly tell us
about your potentials?
Though this company is
founded by me, my core strength
is my employees. Each of them
is so dedicated, loyal and carries
out the entire responsibilities
given in order to satisfy each and
every customer.
We do not compromise on
quality and schedule irrespective
of the huge volume for mass
production for ongoing projects
or very meagre quantities for
MRO activities. We provide onestop solutions for our customers
as the entire manufacturing,
testing and quality assurance
activities are carried out under
one umbrella with state-of-theart facilities. For many years,
we have been continuing an
excellent relationship and tieups with many overseas OEMs
for supply of critical Aerospace
Grade materials which are rare

to get on time. Presently, many
Design
and
Development
activities related to LRUs and
Components for Hydraulics
systems are in the pipeline for
Rotary and Fixed wing aircrafts.
What is your vision?
Our business is growing
consistently and our present
turnover
is
approximately
Rs 250 million. Based on the
international market trends,
various
domestic
offset
programmes and developments
in many aviation industries
across the globe, we are seriously
focusing on reaching a target of
Rs one billion business turnover
by 2024.
Our vision is to play a major role
and be a leader for supplying
Airworthy Standard parts for the
entire aviation industries across
the globe.
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Thales to Thrive in Defence
Digitalisation
“As a global technology leader, Thales’ strong
innovation capabilities prepare its customers to
achieve their big ambitions and master every
decisive moment. The company has been on the
cutting edge of connectivity and a driving force in
the digitalisation of the defence, aerospace and
space markets among others. Since 2014, Thales
has invested almost €7 billion in digital technologies
(AI, Big Data, Cyber Security & IoT), including the
under process acquisition of Gemalto. As India’s
digital ecosystem is rapidly developing, there is
a huge potential for organisations like Thales to
support the needs of the Indian Air Force, Army and
Navy with their solutions coupled with key digital
technologies,” said Emmanuel de Roquefeuil, VP &
Country Director, Thales in India. In an interview with
Aeromag, he talks about Thales’s focus areas in India.
Emmanuel de Roquefeuil
VP & Country Director
Thales in India
What
are
the
existing
partnerships and JVs that Thales
has in India?
Thales strategy of developing
its industrial footprint in India
is in line with the government’s
policy of “Make in India” and of
developing the defence base
of the country. We have been
cooperating with the Indian
private sector, particularly large
corporate players and SMEs, to
build transfer of technology and
supply chain partnerships in the
fields of complex electronics,
wired mechanical structures,

optronics, complex hardware and
software engineering.
We have been working closely
with Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) for over 50 years
and have been providing highend avionics to equip the
platforms that HAL is designing.
We also have a strong working
relationship
with
Bharat
Electronics Limited (BEL) with
whom we have formed a joint
venture (JV) BEL-Thales Systems
Limited (BTSL) dedicated to
civilian and select groundbased military radars. With BTSL,

Dassault Aviation - A. Bonfort
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Thales is jointly developing the
PHAROS fire control radar for
gun and missile systems that
will cater to both domestic
Indian and international markets.
BTSL will also be undertaking
the production of the LBREC –
Low Band Receiver of the selfprotection suite of the Rafale.
Thales also has JVs with Samtel
and L&T Technology Services in
the fields of military avionics and
airborne sensor systems, and
avionics software respectively.
Besides these, Thales and
Bharat Dynamics Ltd. (BDL), a
Government of India enterprise,
signed a Memorandum of
Understanding
(MoU)
in
February 2017 to assess the
opportunity for the transfer of
technology of the STARStreak
missile capability to India with
the support of the Government
of the United Kingdom. In 2018,
MKU Limited and Thales signed
MoU for strategic co-operation in
the development and production
of optronic devices.
What are Thales’ innovative
solutions for supporting the

modernisation of Indian armed
forces?
Present in India since 1953,
Thales has been a reliable partner
to the Indian armed forces
and has been supporting their
modernisation efforts. Under
the government’s ‘Make in India’
policy, the Indian defence and
aerospace sector is taking right
strides towards becoming a
global manufacturing hub. This
has opened several new avenues
for OEMs like Thales to explore
business opportunities and form
new relationships with our local
partners in India.
As a global technology leader,
Thales’
strong
innovation
capabilities prepare its customers
to achieve their big ambitions
and master every decisive
moment. The company has
been on the cutting edge of
connectivity and a driving
force in the digitalisation of the
defence, aerospace and space
markets among others. Since
2014, Thales has invested almost
€7 billion in digital technologies
(AI, Big Data, Cyber Security &
IoT), including the under process
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Organised by

Aviation Design
engineers in the next three to five
acquisition of Gemalto.
As India’s digital ecosystem is years for this Engineering Centre.
rapidly developing, there is a
Tell us about Thales equipment
huge potential for organisations
like Thales to support the needs being installed on upgraded
of the Indian Air Force, Army and Mirage 2000 aircraft for the IAF.
The Indian Air Force (IAF) has
Navy with their solutions coupled
been integral in safeguarding
with key digital technologies.
the country’s sovereignty and
Thales will soon be opening its securing the Indian airspace,
first Engineering Competence along with other branches of the
Centre in Bengaluru. Tell us more Indian armed forces. Thales has
been committed to supporting
about it.
The
new
Engineering them in mastering every decisive
Competence Centre will expand moment.
In July 2011, Thales and Dassault
our footprint and cement our
long-standing relationship with Aviation signed a contract for
India. It will be a first-of-its kind the upgrade of the IAF’s Mirage
engineering centre in India 2000 fleet, which will enhance
technical-operational
that will focus on software and its
hardware capabilities in the capabilities. As a result, the IAF
areas of civil as well as defence will have a coherent platformbusinesses, serving Thales’ global system combination for the next
needs. We seek to hire over 2000 20 years. The IAF’s air potential

R

What are the key technologies
and products that Thales will be
showcasing at Aero India 2019?
At Aero India this year, Thales
will showcase its solutions
developed in India through its
supply chain partnerships with
the local industry - supporting
the ‘Make in India’ initiative of the
government. It will also present
the latest advancements in its
capabilities that seek to serve the
interests of the Indian Air Force
and also Ministry of Civil Aviation.
Thales stand AB 2.21 will bring
alive a range of solutions across
aero civil and defence domains
through
special
immersive
digital experiences. Some of the

demos at the stand will include
optronic pod TALIOS, latest
generation mini-UAS Spy’Ranger,
high velocity missile STARStreak,
rockets and a range of radio
communications
products,
among others.
What are your expectations
from the show?
With the success of its past
editions, Aero India has carved
a niche for itself globally as a
premier aerospace exhibition. We
look forward to participating in
this mega event and showcasing
our
cutting-edge
solutions
to the Indian customers and
building new relationships with
our stakeholders and industry at
large. Thales, together with its
local partners, looks forward to
addressing the modernisation
plans of the Indian armed
forces with its cutting-edge
technologies. It also steps
forward in its aim of expanding its
industrial footprint in the country
with the upcoming engineering
competence centre in Bengaluru
and seeks to showcase the same
at the Aero Skills Pavillion too.

Rafael to present ready-to-use
systems at Aero India

afael Advanced Defense
Systems Ltd. which is
completing 20 years of
activity in India is participating
at Aero India with ready to use
systems.
Rafael has a rich history of
collaboration with India’s defense
industries, resulting in multiple
Joint Ventures, subsidiaries,
as well as fruitful information
sharing. These partnerships have
led Rafael to make significant
investments in infrastructure,
production facilities and R&D in
the country through the Make in
India initiative.
With a legacy of 70 years, Rafael
Advanced Defense Systems Ltd.
designs, develops, manufactures
and supplies a wide range of
state-of-the-art defense systems
for air, land, sea and space and
cyber defense for the Israeli
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will be further enhanced by the
integration of new capabilities.
These include longer-range
detection across the entire
spectrum, improved tactical
situation awareness, longerrange weapon firing against
multiple simultaneous targets,
weapon stealth and an extended
operating envelope with the
capability to engage ground
targets
whilst
countering
airborne threats.

Defense Forces and its defense
establishments, as well as for
international customers.
Rafael solutions being
exhibited at Aero
India include:
Air Defence:
SPYDER - a quick reaction, lowlevel surface-to-air missile system
designed to counter aerial
threats.
C-DOME – an operational naval
area defense system, designed
to effectively protect combat
vessels against a large set of
modern threats, using the
combat-proven
Iron
Dome
interceptor.
Air-to-Air:
PYTHON-5 - a fifth-generation
air-to-air missile that provides
full-sphere launch capability for

pilots engaging enemy aircraft.
Derby Mk III - an active radar
air-to-air missile that provides
fighter aircraft with outstanding
and effective performance in

both short ranges and Beyond
Visual Range (BVR) intercepts.
The missile enables operational
flexibility
with
multi-shot
capability.
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Pushpak is among the
top 100 MSMEs
Pushpak is into designing, manufacturing
and delivering high-end precision products
and services for the aerospace, defence,
automobile, industrial and institutional
segments.

Pushpak Prakash
Managing Director
Pushpak

H

aving recently crossed the silver
jubilee milestone of 25 years,
Pushpak is growing from strength to
strength as an MSME. Even before the ‘Make
in India’ slogan came into being, Pushpak
was already indigenising components for
ISRO (Indian Satellite Research Organisation)
and saving foreign exchange. It was
supplying Busbar for satellite batteries which
till then were being imported from the
United Kingdom. That is just one part of its
capabilities. Not for nothing, Pushpak was
ranked among the top 100 MSMEs in the
country.
Leading from the front is Pushpak Prakash,
the Managing Director of the company and
also the Chairman of the MSME Defence
Suppliers Group (MDSG) at the Federation
of Indian Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises
(FISME).

Serves big clients
In an interview with Aeromag, Prakash
mentions how the company had assiduously
built its capabilities, thus winning the
confidence of clients such as ISRO, HAL, BEL,
DRDO, CSIR-NAL, Indian Army, Indian Navy,
Bosch, Toyota, Volvo, TVS and many more.
It has a role in GSAT – 15, 16, 17 and Project
PSLV-C37 that successfully launched 104
satellites in a single flight. It is one of the
suppliers in Mars Mission; LCA, Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles to name a few. Pushpak also
acquires technology from DRDO-DFRL to
serve the armed forces. It has become the
authorised supplier for some of the world’s
leading companies and its products are
synonymous with quality and durability, key
factors in aerospace and defence.
Prakash states “Our Electrochemical
processes are used in spacecraft onboard
components in the Aerospace and Defence
sectors. The facility in Jalahalli has been
delivering products with 100% success,
and zero defect for over 15 years. We are
the qualified and certified electrochemical
processing partner for over 14 processes, for
ISRO, HAL, BEL, L&T, Astra, Centum and more.”
Varied range of products
Pushpak’s products range from precision
sheet metal and machining components,
toolings, electrochemical processes, ground
handling equipment, ground support
units, indigenisation of defence and
aerospace components based on customer
requirements.
He told Aeromag that the MSME sector
is facing many challenges. “The ‘Make in
India’ programme is a good initiative. It is
moving in the right direction, though it
has teething problems.” If the Aerospace &
Defence industrial base has to develop in
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India, it can happen only when they take
along the MSMEs, he says and mentions how
policies need to be simplified further. One
of the problems for MSME is that there is no
guarantee of a ‘sustainable order’. He states
that unless there is standardisation of pricing,
the L1 bidder would bag the order, but not
guarantee on quality, delivery schedules, cost
overruns etc. Under quoting does not help
either the vendor or the OEM.
Challenge of finding skilled labour
Another challenge for MSMEs, he states is
finding skilled labour and when they find
these small companies will have to retrain
them, but the fear of attrition is always there.
Unlike big companies which can absorb such
shocks, smaller companies will have to find
quick solutions to survive.
Despite these issues, he is confident that
the MSME sector is coming of age in the
country and that a bit of hand-holding would
help them immensely. With major aerospace
and defence acquisitions happening with
‘Make in India’ clause, the opportunities
are aplenty and it is time to create an ecosystem for MSMEs and OEMs to have seamless
connectivity.
Prakash’s vision is to be a leading
solutions provider in specialised sectors
such as Aerospace & Defence; Engineering
and Electrochemicals. A first generation
entrepreneur and winner of several awards,
he is constantly working towards making
the MSME sector, a sector to be proud of. He
is also the Honorary Consul for the Czech
Republic in Bangalor.
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Three Decades in
Aero Component
Manufacture

Fine Precision Ind Ltd. is one of the Korean companies leading in
precision manufacturing for aerospace related supporting industries.
It has been in the sector for the past 30 years manufacturing aircraft
and auto parts. The company has been a service provider in design,
analysis, manufacture and total engineering solution.
Fine Precision’s wiper system is one of the well-proven and most
reliable products globally. Recognized by the government and
KAI, it has AS 9100 Rev D & ISO 9001:2015 Certificate, Certificate of
Defense industry, Tear 1 of KAI.
All aircraft components have been tested and passed the
environmental performance, durability tests as per MIL-STD-810F. /
MIL-STD-461E standards. Other main products in aerospace sector
include BLDC Motor, Converter, Revoir Tank & Pump, Arm & Link &
Blade, Shutoff Valve ECS Air, High Strength latch toggle, pneumatic
muffler, ECS auxiliary heater, washer system etc.

the final performance to
meet various advanced
optical purposes.
Green Optics has strong
international
business
relationships
with
its
valuable customers who
are located in Europe,
Southeast Asia, China,
Japan, and Korea. The
company works on the
belief that challenging projects can make it strong and propel the
growth.
It also has line-up for the world’s best large optical equipment, and
based on the reliable measurement, polish, coat, and measures a large
cylindrical lens, a lens and a mirror for the space industry.
Green Optics leads fast lens markets such as satellite observations
and satellite components by having been equipped with new
equipment, as well as having developed and ensured SiC abrasive
technology in collaboration with NOAO.
Green Optics is a corporation with a new approach to optics service
to fulfill demands of customers ranging from the optical and lighting
design to actual part manufactures optical system evaluation.

KSC provides
effective ACS
solutions

Global Provider
of High Precision
Optics
Green Optics is an expertise
company for high precision
optics and also an optical module
manufacturer. The company is
capable of leading major projects,
such as large telescopes, IR optics,
and aircraft cameras for space
and military industries. Green
Optics produces high-value added
components and devices and it
also constructs the manufacturing
equipment and evaluation system
for optical design, processing,
coating, assembling, and evaluating
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KSC Co., LTD., based in Korea, is specialised in ACS (Air conditioning
system), APU (Auxiliary power unit) and PPD (Positive Pressure
Device) for Military and Combat Vehicles. The company is one of the
main manufacturers for Korean Military.
KSC Co., LTD. manufactured and supplied Air Conditioning Systems
to Biho-hybrid (Saudi Arabia), K-2 MBT (Oman) and G-6 SPG (UAE) for
overseas.
KSC’s ACS provides high capability ACS and PPD to various systems
and constant electricity and strong cool air by water-cooled APU. It
can be simply adopted after small modification for various types of
Military/Combat vehicles.

For Ultimate
Lightning Protection
Solutions
Kencoa Aims to be
a Valuable Source
for Aerospace OEMs

Ground Co. Ltd., a Korean company, is one of the world leaders in
offering products and services in lightning protection. Since 1999, the
company has provided total lightning protection for digital electronic
networked ICT systems pursuing 100% perfect protection. It has
implemented remarkable successful performances for 5,000+ sites in
Korea and overseas including countries like India, Malaysia, Thailand,
Brazil, Turkey and Indonesia.
The services are mostly for military and national security facilities
such as digital communication, radar stations, digital TV relay stations,
military ICT vehicles, IP scientific perimeter, surveillance systems,
maritime-meteorological monitoring and many more.
US patented, the 3RD Generation Digital Lightning Protection
Device- will provide with perfect total lightning protection, and will
completely avoid surge problems. This solution has been installed at
numerous problematic areas, and has solved all the lightning surge
problems for military communications, radar/missile/anti-aircraft
control systems, CCTV surveillance systems, , C4i systems, etc., and
provides 24-hour operational support under bad weather conditions.
With great performance, eca3G has become the standard
specification of lightning protection for the Korea NAVY, Korea
Broadcasting System, Korea Hydro-Nuclear Power Corporation,
Regional Fire Fighting Agency, Regional Drinking Water Plant and
more.
eca3G has also been installed at mobile shelters such as mobile
communication vehicles, mobile military operation centers, and
mobile radar systems which no longer install stationary grounding
rods at a fixed place since using < eca3G >, because < eca3G > is the
only one grounding device which does not need to be buried in the
ground.

Kencoa
Aerospace
is a global company
with two locations in
Korea, one in Georgia
and the other in
California. In addition,
Kencoa
Aerospace
has distribution hubs
& sales offices in
strategic locations around Asia pacific, Korea and USA.
Kencoa has more than 20 years’ experience in supporting federal
customers in both prime and subcontractor roles. It has been a tier
1 supplier for aerospace majors like Lockheed and Boeing. Through
its
assoaciation
with
Lockheed
Martin,
Kencoa
is a part of F22,
F35, C130 and F16.
Also, with Boeing
the company has
15 plus years’
experience
in
F-15 and F-18
programs.
It was awarded Lockheed Martin’s Elite Supplier of the year as
part of recognising their top suppliers and Kencoa was one of the
eight companies with this award in 2017. Also, Kencoa is a Boeing
Performance Excellence Award winning supplier.
Kencoa Aerospace is a global supplier performing in all the aerospace
areas, such as;
MRO services on
military
aircraft,
raw
material
distribution
center, 3, 4, and
5-axis
complex
machining, sheet
metal, bench top
and major assemblies. Kencoa is meeting today′s increasing demand
for business and regional jets with high-quality, cost-effective
aerostructures, systems and components.
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MRF: Cruising Muscle Zones
in Aerospace
MRF has been a market leader in the last 30 years through
reliable products, trade partners and a trustworthy brand. MRF
is currently manufacturing tyres for Sukhoi, Chetak Helicopters,
Advanced Light Helicopters, MIG29 (Air Force & Navy), LCA (Tejas),
Seaking Helicopters, IL76, Jaguar, AN32, and Hawk. These have
been developed by in-house indigenous R&D team having passed
all tests before getting approved by the competent authorities, says
Koshy K Varghese, Executive Vice President –Marketing, MRF.
Koshy K Varghese
Executive Vice President (Marketing)
MRF
RF has been a market
leader in the last
30 years through
reliable products, trade partners
and a trustworthy brand. MRF is
currently manufacturing tyres
for Sukhoi, Chetak Helicopters,
Advanced Light Helicopters,
MIG29 (Air Force & Navy), LCA
(Tejas), Seaking Helicopters,
IL76, Jaguar, AN32, and Hawk.
These have been developed
by in-house indigenous R&D
team having passed all tests
before getting approved by
the competent authorities, says
Koshy K Varghese, Executive
Vice President –Marketing, MRF.
MRF, the undisputed leader
in India’s tyre manufacturing
industry, has been one of the
pioneers in developing tyres for
the country’s Armed Forces ever
since it entered defence sector.
MRF’s foray into the Aerospace
industry was in early 2000 with
the development of helicopter
tyres for the Chetak. It fructified
in 2009. Ever since then
the company has
been developing
tyres for special
application
vehicles and
supporting
the Indian
Army and
Air Force
as a

M
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dependable and
reliable supplier.
“From 2010 we commenced
work on the Sukhoi project
along with Government
agencies, including Air Force
and CEMILAC. In most cases,
the tyres we have developed
were being imported, and MRF
on its own volition developed
these tyres. MRF developed
these tyres saving the country
precious foreign exchange,” said
Koshy K Varghese, Executive
Vice President –Marketing, MRF.
MRF is currently
manufacturing tyres for
Sukhoi, Chetak Helicopters,
Advanced Light Helicopters,
MIG29 (Air Force & Navy), LCA
(Tejas), Seaking Helicopters,
IL76, Jaguar, AN32, and Hawk.
These have been developed by
its in-house indigenous R&D
team having passed all tests
before getting approved by
the competent authorities.
The company has a
dedicated team to handle tyre
development and production.
Needless to say, the highest
level of quality adherence is
required in the manufacture
of these tyres. Currently, there
are many products which
have been developed at the
request of the Air Force, and
MRF has allocated resources
by procuring development
and testing machinery to meet
exacting tyre requirements.
“MRF has been a market
leader in the last 30 years
through reliable products,
our trade partners and a

trustworthy brand. This has
been assiduously built up
over the years through its
investment in the products
and brands. In the recent past,
MRF has been awarded the
JD Power Awards 13 times for
4Wheeler Passenger Car Tyres
and most recently, for the
Tractor tyres,” Varghese added.
MRF has its international
presence by exporting over
10% of its turnover with
representation in South East
Asia, Middle East and Africa.
The portfolio of products for
the international markets has
been specifically tailor-made.
“We do export both Crossply and Radial tyres, and in
many international markets,
MRF is the preferred choice of
customers. We have our own
offices, and sales & service
personnel to meet customer
service requirements,” he said.
MRF MuscleZone is a unique,
state of the art facility with
high-end machines to serve
commercial vehicles. It has
exclusive offerings like ProductO-Drome and a product lounge
where customers can learn
about the tyres they buy and
at the same time, access the
entire range of commercial and
passenger tyres.MRF has an
extensive distribution channel
spanning across the country.
There was a perceived need
for reliable alignment and
balancing centres to enhance
tyre performance and driving
comfort. This has been the
genesis of the companies

alignment centres called ‘’Tyre
& Service’’ Franchisees. There
are close to 1,000 such centres,
which operate on a Franchisee
model and the personnel are
trained at the MRF Training
Centres and constantly
evaluated and supported
by its team of engineers to
ensure adherence to the laid
down operating procedures.
“This is to ensure compliance
to precision in tyre alignment
and balancing, which is a
prerequisite for safe driving and
improved tyre performance.
While cars are aligned and
balanced at our Tyre & Service
Franchises, the ‘’Musclezone’’
handles larger commercial
vehicles like trucks and
trailers,” Varghese said.
MRF, which has nine Plants
situated in South of India,
is currently expanding its
presence across the country. A
new Plant is being constructed
at Dahej, near Vadodara in
Gujarat. This is to expand
the current capacity to meet
customer requirements.
MRF aims high at Aero India
2019 to expand its business
network.“Our association
with the Indian Air Force has
been for over a decade and
hence, Aero India 2019 would
be a strong platform to meet
future business partners and
showcase our capability. It
is with this objective that
we decided to participate in
the Aero India 2019 and look
forward to it,” he added.
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HAL Leads the Show; Showcases
New Advanced Products

H

industan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) has taken a lead role
in organizing the entire Aero India -2019 to be held at Air
Force Station, Yelahanka, Bengaluru from February 20 to 24,
2019. Besides providing huge logistic support, HAL will showcase its
prowess in defence and aerospace centred on the theme ‘Innovate,
Integrate and Lead’.
“HAL is poised to tap into the opportunities during the forthcoming
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Aero India and will highlight its indigenously designed and developed,
fixed and rotary wing platforms, technologies covering power plants
and latest R&D offerings. HAL is an industry leader and will continue
to leave a mark as a formidable player in the domestic and global
defence market,” says Mr. R Madhavan, CMD, HAL.
Flying display: HAL’s indigenous products Light Combat Aircraft (LCA)
Tejas, HTT-40 (Basic Trainer Aircraft), first indigenously upgraded Hawk
Mk132, named as Hawk-i, Civil Do-228, Advanced Light Helicopter
(Rudra), Light Utility Helicopter (LUH), Light Combat Helicopter (LCH)
will fly during Aero India 2019. Both fixed and rotary wing aerobatic
teams Suryakiran (Hawk aircraft) and Sarang (ALH-Dhruv) will enthrall
the audience.
Static display: On static display, HAL is showcasing Light Utility
Helicopter (PT-1), Light Combat Helicopter (TD-2), Advanced Light
Helicopter (Rudra) and ALH MICU (Medical Intensive Care Unit).
Key attractions at HAL pavilion: The main attraction of HAL’s
indoor pavilion is the demonstration of tail boom folding and main
rotor folding of the Naval Utility Helicopter (NUH), as a Technology
Demonstrator. The NUH is the Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH) Dhruv
with customization to meet the operational requirements of the Navy.
For the first time, HAL’s Supersonic Omni Role Trainer Aircraft
(SPORT) simulator will be positioned at the HAL pavilion. HAL is
keen to launch the indigenous development of SPORT (Aircraft) with
4++ generation or equivalent capabilities to bridge the gap in pilot
training to command front line fighters. The SPORT aircraft will be
utilized for fighter training after Advanced Jet Training stage and
before induction of pilots into a frontline fighter squadron.
Another star attraction at the pavilion will be the aerospace corner,
virtual and holographic room and Jaguar aircraft simulator.
Air Show theme: As part of the ‘Innovate’ theme, HAL will showcase
Hindustan Turbo Fan Engine (HTFE-25) and Hindustan Turbo Shaft
Engine (HTSE-1200) as technology demonstrators, Rotary UAV, models
of avionics and mechanical system Line Replacement Units (LRUs) and
various complex manufacturing capabilities.
The ‘Integrate’ area will present HAL’s emergence as a product
integrator in the aerospace and defence industry. Scaled models of
Do-228 military aircraft, LCA fighter and Sukhoi-30MKI (with the major
sub-assemblies) will be displayed projecting the lead role played by
HAL in developing domestic aeronautical suppliers and the ecosystem for manufacturing high-end aircraft.
The ‘Lead’ theme will position HAL as a leader in development of
products and certification of aircraft, helicopters and LRUs that meet
the customer requirements. Scaled models of LCA trainer aircraft, HTT40 aircraft, Civil Dornier aircraft, ALH Mk-IV (Rudra), ALH Civil version,
LUH (Light Utility Helicopter) will be displayed as lead products under
development along with the milestones and achievements. Cockpit
wall display (with Multi Function Display) of LCA Mk-IA is another
highlight..
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YAK-130

COMBAT-TRAINER JET

more info at

27 Stromynka str., 107076,
Moscow, Russian Federation
Phone: +7 (495) 534 61 83
Fax: +7 (495) 534 61 53
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www.roe.ru

Rosoboronexport is the sole state company in
Russia authorized to export the full range of
defense and dual-use products, technologies
and services. Rosoboronexport accounts for
over 85% of Russia's annual arms sales and
maintains military-technical cooperation with
over 100 countries worldwide.
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